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Studenをs will provide FIoats’Rally’Guided Tours
Bostom University Club of Boston wi11 provide a Homecommg Dance
Vars主ty C工面e will provide a Smoker Friday Nite
Footbal工Team wi1園provide a Crackerjack Game




THIS COUNTRY’s telephone service is one of its
greatest assets in time of emergency. It unites
millions of people - helps thousands of busi-
nesses to get things done quicker-and is a
Vita工part of our national defense.
`Since 1941, the Bell System has increased
the number of telephones by more than
16’000,000. There are nearly twice as many
now as nine years ago. Billions of dollars
have been spent for new telephone equlP"
ment of every kind. The number of Bell
’Telephone employees has increased to more
than 600,000.
All of this growth and the size of the Bell
System are provlng Of particular value right
now・ One reason this country can outproduce
any other is because it has the most and the




ONE CANNOT READ this insplrmg and infomative book without feeling
that there should be another like it to tell the story of our Surging Univer-
Sities. In introducmg the story the authors say　‥ ・ We muSt nOt admire
PreSent SurrOundings so much that we become loath to exchange them for
the better things. ‥ Of the years to come. To be completely satisfied with
what we have is to cIose our minds and hearts to what can be.’’
Then follow fascinating stories of the evolution of cities gomg back
to the founding of Peiping by Kubla Khan as a military camp and the found-
mg Of London as Londium in 53・ The book gives an excellent picture of the
heritage of past growth - has an excellent reproduction of John Bomer’s
map of Boston 1722. But enough for the book. You wi11 want to own a
COPy. You will want to read it with your children for it will do much to
educate them to a larger viewpoint. But, lest this editorial become a book
review, 1et us come to the point・ There is a need for a similar searching study
On Our Surging Universities that their story may be as well told to the
PeOPle who all too seldom realize how much of what they hold dear is the
PrOduct of the philosopher, the thinker and the poet・ The crisisl that the
free universities are beginnmg tO face is only one of the hundreds they and
their presidents have faced continually. Our alumni, and indeed alumni
everywhere will want to be kept infomed・ The confidential study on Medi-
Cal Education in the United States shows that at least one profession is
keenly aware o工PreSent trends and future threats.
The Boston University Alumni Association’s campus Development
Commiモtee “in the Service of the University’’represents one of the finest
types of serv土ce that alumni can render- it can be the ‘′ery CreSt Of the
Surgmg WaVeS Of university growth・
This issue carries the story of the new school year - neW aPPOintments,
new courses, neW Plans - neW Students. Another wave in Boston Univer-
拒y’s surge toward the future・
♯A secondary SchooI Textbook published by the Greater Boston Development Committee
l See Time Magazine, June 19, 1950.
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Progress is change. That’s why
there are more changes to report
about the campus of Boston Uni-
VerSity in this first issue of the 24th
VOlume of Bo6骨on舌a。 It is with great
Pleasure that we amounce the re-
tum of President Daniel L. Marsh
to his desk at 755 Commonwealth
Avenue with the guiding reins of
the University once more in his
CaPable hands ‘after a serious op-
eration this summer. He conva-
1esced at his summer home in
Marshfield. Back in Boston, Dr.
Marsh is again as fit and capable
as his pre-OPerative days.
Students and alumni retummg
to the campus this year will note
SeVeral changes. First of all, the
SchooI of Education and the De置
Partment Of Athletics have moved
to 828-388 Bay State Road, just be-
yond the Optical Research Labora-
tory’from their old home at 84
Exeter Street. All during the sum-
mer’ WOrkmen have been busy
renovating these buildings for
their September occupancy. The
buildings will include all faculty
O紐ces, the Children’s Educational
Clinic, the Secondary Reading
Clinic’the Speech Clinic, Seminar
rooms, faculty and student lounges
and reception rooms. Dr. Hamon
and Company are located on the
fourth且oor of this block with the
main entrance at 832 Bay State
Road・ A Student Infimary will be
located at 326 Bay State Road・
The SchooI of Public Relations
is occupying the former SchooI of
ACADEMIC YEAR
Education building at 84 Exeter
Street・ The buildings at l17 and
178 Newbury Street will no Ionger
be used by Boston University. Of-
fices and classrooms at 711 Boyl輸
ston Street will still be used as a
Center for the division of public re-
Iations in the SchooI of Public Re_
ユations. Station WBUR, the stu-
dent-OPerated FM radio station
and the newly established George
Gershwin Theatre Workshop will
be located at 84 Exeter Street.
A newly acquired building at 100
Cummington Street, OPPOSite the
entrance of CBA will be the new
home of the Buildings and Grounds
department. It will bring together
the department’s o能ces from 226
Bay State Road, the carpentry and
OPENS
Paint shops from the Soden Build-
ing, the plumbing and electrical
Shops from the Genera] College,
uphoIstery shop from the Myles
Standish, the machine shop from
308 Bay State Road and the arch王-
tect’s and drafting o餓ces from
Hayden Memorial・
The address directory follows:
SchooI of Education, 332 Bay
State Road
Health Service and Student In-
fimary, 326 Bay State Road・
Department of Athletics, 832
Bay State Road
SchooI of Public Relations, 84
Exeter Street
Buildings and Grounds Depart輸
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A resident of Cambridge, Massa-
Chusetts, Mr. Lamson has had a
long career in the field of music.
The 71-year-01d piano master stud-
ied at Amherst College, Boston and
Germany and was accompanist for
Fritz Kreisler, Dame Nellie Melba
and Geraldine Farrar.
DR. WILLIS J. WAGER
Known to many radio listeners as
亡he personable commentator on
LowelHnstitute’s ``The Music’s The
Thing’’ broadcasts, Dr. Wager
transfers this academic year to the
Co11ege of Music from General Col-
lege where he was chaiman of the
department of English and Human-
ities. Not yet out of his thirties,
Dr・ Wager has a long鞄st of pub-
1ished works to his credit. They
include articles on medieval sub_
jects in Modem Language Notes,
Modem Language Review,血e
PhiloIogical Quarterly and many
others. He contributed a section
On English Secular Monody in Gus-
tave Reese’s Music in the Middle
Ages and a chapter on Spanish
music in Mr. Reese’s forthcoming
book, ``Music in the Renaissance.”
Dr. Wager has translated many
SOng-teXtS in publications of G
Schimer, Inc., including the text
主n vocal score of Massenet’s ManOn.
A resident of Weston, Massachu-
SettS, Dr. Wager received his A.B・
and A.M. from Washington Univer面
Sity (St. Louis, Missouri) and took
the graduate artist’s course in
PlanO, at the Kroeger SchooI of
Music Iocated in the same city.
Going abroad as an exchange stu-
dent, Dr. Wager studied at Oxford,
6
Hamburg and Frankfurt am Main.
He has been an assistant in En邸sh
and Joumalism at Washington Uni-
VerS王ty, instnICtOr in En浬i§h at
New York University where he also
received his Ph.D. in 1943, Literary
Editor of G. Schirmer, Inc., Well
known music publishers and a reg-
ular participant in many Lowell
Institute broadcasts. He will teach
a course in humanities at the Coト
Iege of Music.
HENRY W. KAUFMAN
A veteran of World War II, Mr.
Kaufman will teach a course in
Music Theory. Mr・ Kaufman was
educated at Harvard, Longy School
Of Music and Yale University・
Since　址s discharge from the
Armed Forces, Mr. Kaufman has
received the Woods Chandler P正ze
in Composition from Yale in 1945
and the Middlebury College Com-
POSerS’Publication Award in 1947・
He has taught at the Longy School
Of Music, Milton (Mass.) Acad-
emy, Massachuse壮S Institute of
TechnoIogy and the Universrty of
Wisconsin. In prooess of pu皿ca-
tion at this writing is his SoIo-Can-
tata for Soprano and 3 instruments
(Broude Bros., New Yock).
ROLAND HÅYES
Bom in Gordon County, G∞rgia,
June 3, 1887, the son of William
and Fannie Hayes, Mr・ Hayes
WOrked his way through Fisk Uni-
VerSity at Nashville, Tennessee. His
first music teacher was Arthur W.
Calhoun and during his collegiate
life he received instructions from
丁emie A. Robinson. A pupil of the
Boston basso, Arthur J. Hubbard,
he continued his studies in Europe
With Victor Beigel and Sir G∞rge
Henschel and Miss Ira Aldridge in
London and with Dr. Theodore
Lie血ammer in Viema・ Mr. Hayes
has glVen COmmand perfomances
before King George V in 1921 and
the Queen Mother of Spain, Maria
Christina in 1925. Among the malOr
orchestras of the world with which






in Paris, Orchestra Mengelberg in
Amsterdam,血e Boston Symphony,
Detroit Symphony, P軸adelphia
Symphony, New York Symphony
and San Francisco Symphony or-
Chestras. Throughout the world he
is known for his brilliant interpre-
tation of Negro folksongs and clas-
Sics. Included among the many
honors awarded Mr. Hayes are an
honorary degree of Dootor of Music
from Boston University and the
Spingam Medal granted him in
1924. He was awarded the ``palmes
of O餓cer of d’Academie’’from the
French Republic for ``your services
in血e cause of intemational peace
Which has been furthered by the
mutual friendship you have in-
SPired in spreading knowledge of
my country.’’
He served in World War II in a
SPeCial services capacity. Among
his published works is “My Songs,,
a special compilation of 30 Afra-
American Religious Folksongs. He
WiIl instruct voice at the College of
MりSic.
AIJBERT SPALD量NG
IncIuded among the great artists
and musicians of the 20th century,
AIbert Spalding comes to Boston
University to give of the vast
knowledge he has acquired in the
many years he has been a student,
teacher and composer. Bom in
1888’he studied in private schooIs
in FIorence, Italy and New York
City. His teacher in Italy was Vepi-
ano Chiti and in New Yo正, Juan
Buitrago. In Paris he studied under
A・ Lefort, and took composition,
hamony and counterpoint with A.
Scontrino of Italy.
At垂e age of 14 he r∞eived his
dipIoma as professor of violin,
BoIogna Conservatory, an aCCOm-
Plishment duplicated only once be-
fore by Wolfgang von Mozart. Mr.
Spalding’s published works are too
numerous to mention here, Su龍ce
it to say he has written his auto-
biography entitled “Rise to Fol-








and of his experiences “concertiz卿
mg at home and abroad,’’``A Trav-
elling F王ddler.’’
During World War I, Mr. Spald-
ing trained as an observer for
bombing pIanes and was Adjutant
at the Allied training camp at Fog-
gia, Italy, also assistant to the late
Fiorello H. LaGuardia on the joint
Amy and Navy Aircraft Board in
Italy. The last War saw Mr. Spald-
mg again in Italy as a civilian at-
tached to Allied Amies in Psycho-
1ogical Warfare. He wi11 be the
D王rector of the Violin Master Class
and Coach in Violin at the College
of Music.
ARTHUR FIEDLER
Retumlng士O the faculty of the
College of Music after a two year
absence, Arthur Fiedler, a man Who
has brought the great music of the
WOrld to the everyday citizen, Wilユ
instruct in Concerto Preparation, a
COurSe designed for advanced stu-
dents who wish to prepare for pos-
Sible appearances as soIoists with
SymPhony orchestras. Well known
and beloved for his Boston Pops
and Esplanade Orchestra presenta-
tions’Mr・ Fiedler is a graduate of
Boston Latin School and studied
COnducting at the Royal Academy
in Berlin under Amo Kle任el and
RudoIph Krasselt; Violin with Willy
Hess and piano with Carl Lamson,
now a member of the faculty at the
College of Music. He made his
debut as a violinist at the age of
17 and joined the Boston Symphony
in 1915. In addition to his Espla-
nade and Pops work, Mr. Fiedler
has been guest conductor with
many ma]Or SymPhony orchestras
including the Chicago and San
Francisco Symphony orchestras.
He has done extensive recording
with RCA and was conductor of
(TopめBo的肌)舶αrγ L. C. Loγd,これ-
§好調Cめr訪Englおれ; C九のlorer B. Sla虎,




the Boston University Orchestra
from 1930 to 1946. He has been the
helping hand to many young per-
formers anxious to start in the con_
Cert field among them young Ber-
nard Kritzman, 16, a SPeCial stu-
dent at the Co11ege of Music.
Married, With two children, Mr.
Fiedler maintains his home in
Brookline, Massachusetts. He is an
honorary Fire Deputy in the Boston
F王re Department and like all ardent
``sparks’’’1ikes to watch firemen
WOrk. During the past war he
SerVed as a temporary reservist in
the Coast Guard.
ERNEST HUTCHESON
The author of many books and
WOrks of music, Emest Hutcheson
Who started his musical career in
Austral王a comes to the Co11ege of
Music to instruct in planO. Bom in
188l, Mr. Hutcheson studied at the
Univers土ty of London, With Rein-
ecke and Zwintscher in Leipzlg,
With Stavenhagen in Weinmar and
Jadassohn with whom he took com重
POSition・ As a concert p工anist he
has toured the world, Playmg With
many famous orchestras. He has
taught on the faculty of Sten Con-
SerVatOry in Berlin, Peabody Con-
SerVatOry in Baltimore, Maryland,
Chautauqua Institute and was di-
rector of the Juilliard SchooI of
Music from 1937 to 1945. He is a
Chevalier in the Legion d’Homeur
of France.
JULES WO′LFFERS
Mr. Wo帽ers is not exactly new
to the facuIty of the College of
Music but he has recently been
appointed as Director of the Exten-
Sion Div工sion of the College of
Music, thus he appears among the
new appointees. In addition to his
duties as Extension Director, Mr.
Wo鴨ers is Assistant Professor of
Piano. His background consists of
8
Piano studies with Julia Aerts,
Brussels, Belgium; David Levine
and Mark Hambourg, London,
England, and Hans Ebe11 in Bos-
ton; theory with Otto Straub and
Hugo Leichtentritt; Organ and
Choral conducting with Henry
Gideon and conducting with Fabien
Sevitzky. Making his debut as a
Child pianist in London at the age
Of eight, Mr. Wo帽ers went on
tours as planist, SOIoist, and en-
Semble-Perfomer al] over Europe
and America・ The author of many
articles’reViews, eSSayS and criti-
Cisms, he has just been appointed
COntributing music critic of the
Christian Science Mo海青or. He is
the author of “The Teachers’Rep-
ertoire Guide’’produced in collab-
oration with Dean Freeman.
He has many distingu王shed pu-
Pils, amOng them Bemard Kritzman
and Sara Locke. The father of one
Child, Mr. Wol任ers st土11 concertizes
and lectures frequently and makes
many appearances as a planist or
COmmentatOr for musical programs.





A former member of the New
York Stock Exchange, Mr・ Whitmey
comes to the SchooI of Public Rela-
tions as an Assistant Professor in
the Division of Public Relations.
He will teach public relations and
COmmunications. Taking his under-
graduate training at Harvard Co虹
Iege, Mr. Whitney continued hi§
Studies under Ordway Tread at
Columbia University Graduate
School. He was assistant EmpIoy置
ment Manager and Time Study En-
gineer at Waltham Watch Co. from
1946-48 and attended the Advanced
Management Course at Harvard
Business School as representative
Of the company. Mr. Whitney was
With the Navy during World WaIf
II. He is married.
FLEMING E. NYROP
Mr. Nyrop’Who holds a B.S. and
M・A. from New York University
Where he maJOred in Dramatic Art,
Will instruct in the Division of
Radio, Speech and Theatre as welI
as assummg duties as the new Uni-
VerSity Dramatic Coach. A gradu-
ate assistant at New York Univer_
Sity in the Drama Department, Mr.
Nyrop has had considerable experi-
ence with the stage having been
both actor and stage manager in
Summer stock and with the Wash_
ington Square Players Repertory
Company. He is 24 years old and
WaS fomerly very active in the
Boy Scouts of America.
EVAN HILL
Mr. Hill brings to the campus of
Boston University 12 years of ex-
Perience in radio and news report-
mg tO the faculty of the Division
Of Joumalism. A recent recipient
Of a Masters’degree from Boston
University, Mr. Hill took his A.B.
at Stanford University where he
ma】Ored in JOumalism. His experi-
ence is as follows: 1938-39, Radio
news reporter’KVOS’Bellingham,
Washington; 1940-4l, Reporter,
DaiIy AIaska Empire, Juneau, Alas-
ka; 1941, Organized news bureau
for Station KINY, Juneau, Alaska;
1948-49’Editor’Argus-Champion,
Newport, New Hampshire. While
Studying at Boston University, Mr.
HilI won first prlZe in the 1950
Joumalism Contest of the American
Newspaper publishers Association.
This award is glVen annua11y for
the best monograph by a graduate
Qr undergraduate student in a regu-
Iarly organized college, SChooI or
department of joumalism. A fomer
infantry o餓cer, Mr. Hi11 is 31 years
Old and is married.
WILLIAM WALTER FERRIER
Bringlng tO Boston University
years of experience in the fields of
education, business, and the united
States Amy, William Walter Fer-
rier took over the John W. Hill
(Tap to Bo請om) Dr. Aγth�r 4rzi桝αれ.
Oglo霊l, F撮めr5g九番Sc九〇lαr a出ろe S〇九00l
Of　脆d毒ne; Dr・ Se拐　C. Croc鳥er,
GαS書rのeれ書eγのれgγ　Se門扉ce, S〇九。OJ of
晩巌訪e; Dr・ E・ W壷めれJones, a§-
S轟a動きPγOfessor of Spee〇九, S〇九〇0夢of
T九eoiogγ.
Chair of Economic Communica_
tions established last April at the
Schoo工of Publ王c Relations by John
W. Hill’ PreSident of Hi11 and
Knowlton, Inc., New York public
relations丘rm.
Dr. Ferrier received his B.S. at
Central Missouri State College in
1924, his M.A. at Columbia Univer_
Sity in 1948 and his Ed.D. the fol-
lowlng year at the same institution.
A veteran of both World Wars, Dr.
Ferrier taught at Kirkwood High
School’Kirkwood, Missouri, from
1924-26 and at City Co11ege, St.
Louis, Missouri, from 1930-8l. He
WaS With the home o能ce of Gen_
eral American Life Insurance from
1926-31, leav工ng there to go into the
amy for a period of 14 years.
COLTON G. MORRIS
Better known to rad土o listeners
as “Chick’’, the director of Special
Events at Station WBZ w土ll teach
Fundamentals of Television at the
SchooI of Public Relations. A radio
Veteran Of 16 years, Mr. Morris is
Well qualified to teach the mysteries
Of this newest of mass communica_
tions media. The holder of seven
battle stars and the Navy Unit Cita-
tion, Mr. Morris∴SaW aCt王on in
many Pacific areas in the last war.
He was radio o能cer for the now_
famous U.S.Se Helena and helped
arrange the broadcasting of the sur-
render ceremonies on the deck of
the U.S.S. Missouri in Tokyo har-
bor. He was honorably discharged




Mr. Kelson comes to the facultv
With a solid Boston University back-









graduate and graduate degrees
from the University・ Graduating
from Boston Latin School, Mr. Kel-
son entered the SchooI of Educa-
tion only to have his education in-
terrupted by the war. Reentering
Boston University as an Augustus
Howe Buck scholar, Mr. Kelson
graduated cum laude from the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts, majoring in
Political Science. He ma]Ored in
Govemment while at Graduate
School; ]Olnmg the sta任　of the
Chenery Library upon graduation.
Married and the father of a two
year old son, Mr. Kelson wi11 in-
StruCt at General College in Poli-
tical Economy・
JAMES MIARouS RYÅN
A veteran of amphibious war-
fare in the European campalgn,
Dr. Ryan comes to the faculty of
General College to instmct in Eng-
1ish. Receiving his undergraduate
degree from曲e University of Mas-
SaChusetts in 1937, Dro Ryan came
to Boston University to receive his
M.S. and Ph.D. He is married to
the former Vera McMahon, ’A 40
and is血e fa血er of two sons, Chris-
topher 3, and Stephen l. He is a
former instmctor in圏nglish at Al患
壬red Un呈versity, A距ed, New York・
CHALONER BE職Y SLADE
Dr. Slade comes to General Col-
1ege with years of impo虻ant work
in血e physical sciences. He wi11
be Assistant Professor in Science.
Bom in New York City, Dr. Slade
attended high school in Glen Ridge,
N・ J・, reCeiving his A・B. from Har-
vard in 1939, his M.A. f的m Colum-
bia in 1941 and his Ph.D. at Har-
vard in 1950.
In December, 1940, he went to
WOrk for Professors Dunh血g and
Urey at Columbia w址ch evoIved
into the now famous　``Manha壮an
District” project・ This led to work
at Oak Ridge, Tennessee as sta任
Physicist for the control laboratories
Of the K-25, Or gaSeOuS di乱sion.
In February Dr・ Slade (then just
Mr. Slade) went back to Harvard
to further study and research. There
he did work in isotope separation
(thermal di任usion of Helium three
isotope) and assisted Professor
Philip Le Corbeiller in the General
Education experiment at Harvard・
JOHN HANL①N FLYNN
Mr. Hanlon comes to General
College as Instructor in Guidanceo
He received his B.A. from the Uni回
versity of Massachusetts and his
M.A. from Boston University. He
was Assistant Supervisor and di-
rector of Guidance with Dover,
Massachusetts SchooI Department
and Dean of Men at Lewis C⑬llege.
He is married,址e father of two
children and a former liaison o鯖cer
With the Amy Air Force・
舶A蹴Y L C.己O取D
A member of PBK, the American
PhiloIogical Association and the
Classical Association, Dr. Lord
comes to us from W甜esley Co11ege
where she was a lecturer in La髄n.
A graduate of the University of
Bu触Io, Dr. Lord became a Fellow
in Classic§ at Comell Univer§i七y
from which institution she received
her M.A。 and Ph.D。 She tau甜it
Greek, Latin and ancient history at
Elmira Co11ege’Elmira, New Yo壷
during 194l-42 and from 1942 to
1947 was in charge of the Greek
and La血departments at Bates
CoIlege, Lewiston, Maine. A re-
cent bride, Dr。 Lord admits that
her ``most immediate interest” is my
marriage on August 24, 1950 to Dr.
Albert B. Lord, lecturer in Slavic,
Harvard University. She fu劃uer
states that she is very ``eagerly an-
ticipating my new work at the Ge虹
eral College of Boston University.”
HÅROLD SAMUEL SOSSEN
Mr. Sossen, a graduate of North-
eastem Universfty and Boston Uni-
VerSity will be an instructor in
science at General Co11ege for the
COming academic year。
S館Hのの島の留相田Dすく薯INE
SETH C. GROCKER, M。D.
Dr. Crocker received his medical
degree from Harvard Un主versity in
lO
1944 and, uSing the doctor’s words
‥. “have just sta虹ed out to prac重
tice Intemal Medicine to the best
Of my abiHty in my home town
( Milton). That( COnSists primarily,
I find, Of waiting for the telephone
to ring and rushing out to take any
emergency that comes along・’’
Since 1944, Dr. Crocker has been
in various stages of postgraduate
training in Medicine inc工uding two
years at the Boston City Hospital;
Eastem Maine General Hospital,
Bangor, Maine for nine months;
Pratt Diagnostic Hospital, Six
months and one year at Cushing
VA hospital, Framingham where he
WOrked on the GastroenteroIogical
Service and did some studies on
Atropme in association wi瓜Drs.
James Halsted and Benjamin F.
G皿　Reports he, ``I have, aS yet’
nothing `in the literature,’but am
WOrking at it.”
Dr. Crocker wi11 be associated
With the Gastroenterology Service
at Massachusetts Memorial Hospl-
亡al.
DR W. R. ST1. CLAIR,
M.B., CH.B., M.R.C.P.ED.
Another Fulbright scholar to
COme tO Our CamPuS this year is Dr.
William Roy Sto Clair, Bachelor of
Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery and
Member of the Royal Co賞1ege of
Physicians in Edinburgh, Scotland・
Dr. St. Clair received his medical
degree in 1946 from the University
Of Edinburgh and as part‥ Of his
POSt-graduate train血g, Studied in-
temal medicine. He will hold曲e
POSt Of teaching fellow in Physiol-
Ogy for the academic year 1950-5l・
ÅNTHONY P. ARZ量MANOGLOU,
誼D.
Direct from the Orthopedic
Clinic of Athens (Greece) Univer-
Sity ``Evangelismos’’Hospital comes
Fulbright Scholar Dr. Anthony P.
Arzimanoglou. Dr・ Arzimanoglou
has been appointed Research Fel-
low in Orthopedic Surgery on the
faculty of Boston Univ餌s申y Scho⑱1
Of Medicine’for a period of one
year.
A graduate of Athens American
College, Dr. Arzimanoglou went on
to Athens University SchooI of
Medicine where he received the
COVeted Athen Academy ``Adaman-
dios Corais” award・ For two years
he was Chief Limb Fitting Surgeon
On the Cripple’s Department, Min-
istry of War and was secretary of
the Greek Orthopedic and Tran-
matology Association. He has three
Publications to his credit, namely:
``Bone-block Operation ( Arthrorisis )
for the Treatment of the Foot in
the Seguela of Infant王le Paralysis,,;
``A Prosthesis A壮achme亜for Short
Amputation Stumps below the
Knee, Joumal of Bone and Joint
Surgery, April, 1950; and Treaト
ment of Chronic Osteomyelitis with
Operation, Primary CIosure and
Penicillin ( to be published in Presse
Medical, France) and four reports
which were read to the above
named association.
Since his arrival here July 2, Dr.
Arzimanoglou has been wo最ing
under the supervision of Dr. Louis
G Howard, PrOfessor of Orthopedic




George R. Bemard serves址s
year as Instructor in BioIogy on the
Faculty of the College of Liberal
Arts. He received h王s A.B. from
Harvard College in 1948 and his
A.Me from曲e College of Liberal
Arts in 1949. He had a Graduate
Fellowship in BioIogy, Boston Uni-
VerSity, 1949-1950.
Wa宴ter M・ Beveraggi"Allende
WaS born in C6rdoba’Argentina,
and studied at the Co量egio Nacional
de Buenos Aires and the Univer_
sidad Nacional de Buenos Aires and
at Harvard University, Where he
has eamed the degree of Master
Of Arts and advahced his candidacy
for the degree Doctor of Philoso-
Phy. In 1949-1950 he served as
Part-time Lecturer and is now un-
der fulトtime appointment as In一
StruCtOr in Latin-American Region-
a工Studies on the Faculty of the
College of Liberal Arts.
Nils BIomqvist is from Sweden.
He r∞eived the degree of Filosofi
Licentiat from the University of
Stockholm・ He has had teaching
experience at the Royal Insti抽e
Of Techno工ogy in Stockholm・ He
has been studying at Columbia Uni-
Versity for the past year・ He plans
to retum to Sweden. He will serve
as Instmctor in Mathematics and
Statistics.
Arthur J. Brod恥eck comes from
the University of I拙血ois where he
WaS an Assistant Professor of Psy-
choIogy・ He received his A.B.
( 1945) from the University of Chi-
CagO, and his A.M. (1946) and
Ph.D・ (1949) from the University
Of Iowa. He will be an Assistant
Professor of PsychoIogy at the Col-
lege of Liberal A虻s.
Rita F. B調節e旺eceived her A.B.
(1947) and A.M. (1948) from Bos-
ton University and had a Graduate
Fellowship in BioIogy in 1949-1950.
Miss Bu任et was a medical secretary
for eight years before attending col-
1ege・ She will serve as Instructor
in BioIogy・
Thomas P. Cheatham received
his B.S. (1943) from the United
States Coast Guard Academy and
his M.S. ( 1947) from the Massachu-
SettS Institute of Techno工ogy where
he has now completed requlrementS
for the Ph.D. in Physics. He will
divide his services at Boston Uni_
VerSity between the College of Lib-
eral Arts and the Optical Research
Laboratory.
Orr王n B. Conaway received his
A.B・ (1940) from West Virginia
Wesleyan, his A.M。 (1944) from
the American University, Washing回
ton, D. C., and his PheDo fr①m Syra-
CuSe University (1950). He was an
Instructor in Political Science at
The Maxwell SchooI of Citizenship
and Public A紐airs, Syracuse Uni-
VerSity, from 1947-1950. He worked
in Washington from 1941 to 1946
as Information Specialist in the
ll
United States Fam Security Ad-
ministration, Admini§trative Assist-
ant in the United States Bureau of
Agricultura賞Economics, and Agri-
Cultural Histor王an in the Depart一
平ent Of Agriculture. He wi11 be an
Assistant Professor in Govemment
at Boston University.
S青ewar置　Duncan, former Pro-
fessor Augustus Howe Buck Scholar
and Fellow, reCeived h王s A.B.
(1949) and A.M∴(1950) from Bos-
ton University. He wiユl serve as
an Instructor in BioIogy.
Hubert S. G呈bbs was bom in
Wisconsin and received his A.B。
from the State University of Iowa
in 1989, and an A.M. from the
University of Mimesota in 1940.
He taught at Emmetsburg Junior
College, Iowa, from 194工to l館3,
at Allegheny College from 1943
to 1944, at Hastings College in
Nebraska from 1946 to 1948, When
he went to Jchns輯opkins to re§ume
his graduate worke He will serve
as Instructor in Govemment at
Boston University・
Kwang・Won Kim was bbm in
Korea。 He received his Ce轟ificate
from the Seoul Biblical Ins蹟tute in
Korea in 1928 and a Certi丑cate from
the Tokyo Bibl主cal Institute in Ko-
rea in 1928 and a Certificate from
the Tokyo Biblica] Institute in
Japan in 1931e While he was in
Korea, he was a Christian m王ni§ter
and editor of a religious joumal.
He received his B.D. in 1941缶om
the Garrett Biblieal王n§titute and
in 1946 he received his Ph.D. from
the University of Chicago.臨e has
taught at Simpson Co11ege and
Grimell College and was an In-
StruCtOr at Wellesley Co11ege in the
department of Bib工ical History from
1948 to 1950. He is an Assistant
Professor of Religion on the Facul-
ty of the College of Liberal Arts
and wi11 give some time to the
School of Theology.
Ar置hur K①軸enberg received
his Ph.D. from Harva地University
last sprmg・ He has served as part-
time instructor at Boston Univers坤
and will serve as an Instructor in
Physics.
George K. Lewis received his
A.B. from Harvard College in 1943
and his A.M. from Harvard Uni-
VerSity in 1947. From 1947 to 1949
he had a teaching Fellowship m
Geography at Harvard University.
During the past year he has been
an Instructor in GeoIogy at North-
eastem University. He will serve
as Instructor in Geography on our
Faculty of the Co11ege of Liberal
Arts.
Philip Nogee received his A.B.
from Harvard College in 1941・ He
had a Teaching Fellowship at Har-
vard 1947-1948, and was a research
assistant at Harvard in the Labora-
tory of Social Relations in 1948-
1949. In 1949 he became an in-
StruCtOr in clinical psychoIogy at
Princeton University. He will serve
as Instructor in PsychoIogy on the
Faculty o fthe College of Liberal
A競S.
James A. Shear received his
B.S. ( 1939) from Westminster Col-
1ege and his M・S. (1942) from New
Yock University・ He was an under
graduate assi§tant in the Physics
Department and Instructor in Phys-
ics and MeteoroIogy at Westmin-
Ster Co11ege. He served as an In-
StruCtOr in Mathematics at Camegle
Institute of TechnoIogy. He was a
graduate assistant and Teaching
Fellow in血e Geography Depart-
ment of Clarke University. He is
an Instructor in Geography at Bos-
ton University.
Arthur A. SocoIow received his
B.S. from Rutgers University in
1942 and A.M. from Columbia Uni-
VerSity in 1947e He served as In-
StruCtOr in GeoIogy at Southem
Methodist University 1948-1950. He
Will be an Instructor in Geology on
the Faculty of血e College of Liber-
al Arts at Boston University.
JOHN K①TY
Joining the sta任of the Deparト
ment of SocioIogy at the College of
Liberal Arts, Dr. John Koty comes
to Boston University on a Fulbright
Scholarship. Bom in 1891 in
Odessa’Russia’a POrt On the Black
Sea, Dr. Koty is an honor graduate
Of Robert College in Constanti-
nople and studied at the University
of Berlin where he received his
Ph.D・, Cum laude・ His ma]Or COurSeS
Were in socioIogy, and philosophy
and minor courses in cultural an-
thropoIogy and economics. In Ber-
1in he studied under Vierkandt,
Maier, H. Sombart, Thumwald and
Krause. He has held the chairs of
SOCioIogy at the Universities of
Athens and Salonika・ His prlnCIPal
interests are in socioIogy and the
SOCial psychoIogy of Greece apd its
PeOPle. Of Dr. Koty, Professor S.
Ralph Harlow of Smith College,
Who knew Dr. Koty in his under-
graduate days, SayS, ``He is an ex-
Cellent teacher, a real scholar and
fine personality. ‥ he is an ardent
SuPPOrter Of democratic principles.’’
He wi11 give courses in Basic Social
Problems of Modem Greece, a
seminar in the Cultural Crisis of




Mr・ Cu任, holder of two degrees
from Boston University (A.B・,
LL.B.) and lecturer on law on the
Part誼me faculty last year, has been
appointed Librarian and Instructor
in law for the 1950-51 academic
year. While at the SchooI of Law
as a student, Mr。 Cu任was Book
Review Editor of the Boston Uni-
VerSity Law Review and was ad置
mitted to practice before the Mas-
SaChusetts Bar in April, 1949e He
is associated in practice with F. W.
Marks。
ROBERT B. KENT
Editor-in-Chief of the Boston
University Law Review and a cum
laude graduate of Law School, Mr.
Kent will instruct in law for the
COming academic year. He received
his A.B' from Harvard University
12
and is associated with John T.
Storrs, Ware, Massachusetts in the
PraCtice of law, having been ad-
mitted to the Bar in October 1949.
F. BRADFORD MORSE
Another hdlder of two degrees
from Boston University (CBA’48,
Law’49) Mr. Morse will instruct in
law for the commg aCademic year.
He lectured on law last year as a
member of the part-time faculty.





A fomer part-time instructor at
the College of Business Administra-
tion Accounting Department, Mr.
Wetherbee assumes fulltime duties
as an instructor in the same depart-
ment this fa11・ A graduate of CBA
in 1930, Mr. Wetherbee was asso-
Ciated with Brown, Bomho鮮and
Company and Lever Brothers be-
fore assummg full time duties at
the University.
STUART UPSON RrCH
Coming to the Management De-
Partment With the rating of assist-
ant Instructor, Mr・ Rich has just
finished his graduate work at the




Coming to the SchooI of Theol-
Ogy aS an Assistant Professor of
Speech, Dr. Jones brings a brilliant
record as a student and as an or-
dained minister of the Methodist
Church. Dr. Jones received his
A.B・ from Indiana University’1938;
Bachelor of Divinity’Garrett Bibli-
Cal Institute, 1936; Masters’degree,
Northwestem University, 1987;
Doctor of TheoIogy, Ili鮮SchooI of
TheoIogy, 1947 and his Ph.D・ from
Northwestem University this Au-
gust past.
His church work has included a
PaStOrate’Methodist Church’Am-
boy’Illinois’1937-39; Director of
Methodist Student Work, Wesley
Foundation at Ohio University,
Athens’ Ohio’ 1939-40; PaStOr,
Methodist Church, South Charies-
ton, Ohio, 1940-48; PaStOr’St. Paul
Methodist Church’Spr宣ngfield,
Ohio, 1948-46; PaStOr, Pleasant
Ridge Methodist Church, Cincin置
nati, Ohio, 1946-48. While work-
ing on his Ph.D・ degree he had a
teaching fellowship・ He is the au-
thor of ``preaching and血e Drama-
tic Arts’’ (MacMillan Company,
1948).
C.P.鰐.S.
MISS HELEN F. PHILL重PS
Commg tO Boston University
direct from Amold College, Mil-
ford, Connecticut, Where _She was
Dean of Women and director of
Physical Education Activities, Miss
Phi11ips brings to C.P.E・S. a fine
background in physical education
for women. She received her A.B.
from DePauw University, Green-
CaStle, Indiana and her M.S. and a
Certificate from the Department of
Hygiene and Physical Education
at Wellesley College. She will
teach Physiology Lab’Swimmmg
and Methods and Materials of
Teaching Physical Education in
Se∞ndary SchooIs at the College
Of Physical Education for Women,




Commg tO Boston University di-
rect from the University of Pennsyl-
Vania, Dr. Wallace will be director
Of Undergraduate Studies at the
School of Education・ A Legion of
Merit medal holder for work dbne
With the United States Årmy Air-
bome Divisions in the last war, Dr.
Wallace completed his undergrad-
uate and graduate work at the Uni-
VerSity of Pennsylvania. He will be
in charge of curriculum methods
and personnel related to the four-






Jack Levine, North Carolina; Va-
Clav Hlavaty, Indiana; Peter
Scherk, Saskatchewan, Canada;
Carl B. Allendoerfer, Haverford,
Pa・; Kentaro Yano, Tokyo, Japan;
John DeCicco, Italy; Wemer
Fenchel, Denmark; Dirk J. Struik,
Cambridge, Mass.; J. Haantjes,
Netherlands; Herbert Busemann,
Califomia; Vincensini, Marseille,
France. (Enrico Bompiani fro堪
Rome, Italy’Who also leetured, WaS
not present when the picture was
taken. )
Sponsored by the Department of
Mathematics of Boston University’
a special mathematics conference
On di任erent工al geometry was held
August 29-30, 1950 at the College of
Liberal Arts. This conference’Pre輸
Ceding the llth Intemational
Congress of Mathematicians held
at Harvard University, WaS
Plamed by a committee headed
by Professor Ralph N. Johanson of
Boston University assisted by Pro-
fes§OrS Carl B. A11endoerfer of Ha-
Verford (Pa.) College, and Di正e
J. Struik of MIT. More than 80
mathematicians attended the Con-
ference including 30　representa-
tives from foreign institutions.
鯖「圏　L P !
After fili重重g the cards of the 965 Summer Session graduates, We are Calling
lhe foIIowing matte富tO yOur a置tention:
Herhert J. Berman, GeneraI Co量lege
Herbert J. Bemmn, Education
Robe巾M. Ga11agher, Liberal Arts
Robdrt w. GalIagher, Business Administratiol-
John E. Larkin, Business Administration
John W. Larkin, Education
Thomas M. ReiI量y, Graduate
Thomas M. Reilly, Jr., Public Relations
John F. Moore, Public Re置a置ions
John W. Moore, Education
And these are duplications in less than a thousand names - just think
Of the many times we have it happen when you get ahout o蔦|e hundred
times that number of names! PLEASE, When you send in a news item
Or∴Change of address, be sure to use your midd量e initials, Schoo量or





Boston University’s program of
training in the theatre arts will be
greatly expanded this autumn with
the establishment of the George
Gershwin Theatre Workshop, funds
for which are currently being raised
under the leadership of Oscar Ham-
merstein II, Of New York, famed
librettist and theatrical producer,
Who is chaiman of the campalgne
Pres. Dan主el L Marsh of Boston
University joined yesterday with
Mr. Hammerstein in amouncmg the
PrOject which will train students
for the professional stage and per-
sonnel for radio and television.
While it is a Boston University
PrOgram, it wi11 be administered
through the University’s p王oneering
SchooI of Public Relations and
Communications, Of which Dr.
Howard M. LeSourd is dean, and
where Prof. Samuel Gould is di-
rector of the Division of Radio,
Speech’and Theatre. Robert War-
field, Of the faculty, Will be directly
in charge of the dramatic program・
Well known persons in the the-
atre and in the world of music, Who
are assisting. Mr・ Hammerstein on
the committee, include Fred
Astaire, Aaron Copland, Max Gor-
d6n, Moss Hart, Famie Hurst,
George Jessel, Jeamette MacDon-
ald, Alexander Sma11ens, Sigmund
Romberg, Rise Stevens, Sophie
Tucker, Fred Waring and▼ Paul
Whiteman.
Of the project Mr. Hammerstein
Said: ``The increasing attention uni-
VerSities are giving to the theatre
Will produce, I am sure, a great
recognition of the values of the the-
atre as a form of creative art and
Will’I hope, reSult in the develop-
ment of new American playwrights
and thoroughly grounded theatre
Craftsmen. I am grateful to Boston
University for naming it after the
distinguished American composer,
Oscαr Hα肌肋erS‡eきれH
George Gershwin・ This wi11 be a
Pemanent memOrial to him・’’
President Marsh explained that
Boston University’s program of
dramatic work wi11 be an appropn-
ate background for the George
Gershwin Theatre Workshop. Dur-
mg the past two years, mOre than
600 students participated in drama-
tics, he revealed, Six shows having
been produced during the last aca重
demic year by the University Dra-
matic Society. All of them were
enthusiastically received, he said,
adding that he knew there would
be wide approval of the George
Gershwin Memorial Theatre Work-
Shop’Which is plamed as a com-
Prehensive training ground for all
of the dramatic arts. The Work-
Shop is divided into three general
areas: aCting laboratory, direction
and management, and technical
PrOduction・
Boston University’s academic
COurSeS in the theatre leading to a
degree are an outgrowth of the
activities of the past 25 years during
Which the University’s College of
Liberal Arts placed emphasis on
the study of Shakespeare under the
direction of the late Prof・ Agnes
Knox Black. Alexander Knox, the
actor’Who is her nephew’Started
14
his professional career in Boston
with a sma11, ambitious, dedicated
group known as ``our Theatre,” the
majority of whom were Boston
University graduates.
Boston ← University’s students last
year presented “The Adding Ma-
Chine’’by Elmer Rice; ``The Hasty
Heart” by John Patrick; ``Joan of
Lorraine’’by Maxwell Anderson;
“Ah, Wildemess’’ by Eugene
⑱’Neill; “Bonanza,” with music and
lyrics by血e students, and “Our
Town’’by Thomton Wilder.
The Workshop’s comprehensive
PrOgram, Which will center around
the arena type of theatre, Will also
王ndude experimental projects in
Playwrighting and the history of
the theatre. An important fea山re
will be the presentation of both old
and new plays m Various New Eng-
land comm山ities with the purpose
Of developlng an aWareneSS Of the




The 25th amiversary of Boston
University Lodge, A. F. & A. M.,
Will be held Sunday, October 8,
1950 in the Daniel L. Marsh Chap-
el. Dr. Marsh will deliver a sermon
entitled “Mysterious Bond of Broth-
erhood・’’Rev. Mr・ Joseph N. Has-
kell, Professor Emeritus, and Rev.
Mr・ A. Roy Thompson, PrOfessor
at CBA will also speak. Dr. Francis
W・ Snow will preside at the organ・
A reception will folユow the service
in the Refectory.
Mr・ George E. Thompson, dis-
trict attomey of Middlesex County,
is chairman of the committee of
arrangements. Invitations have
been forwarded to Trustees of the
University and members of the
Lodge. Alumni and friends who
are interested may contact William
D・ Hemmerly’285 Goddard Av-
enue, Brookline, Massachusetts, Or
Noman Gay at the bookstore.
THE STUDENT UNION
By EUGENE H. FLOYD
Assistant to the President
笥he tem `college union’implies
an ‘ Organization and a building・
The organization, Ordinarily com-
POSed of students, faculty and
alumni, is an infomal educational
medium for individual and group
Self-discovery and expression
through a broad program of social
and cultural recreation adapted to
the leisuretime interests and needs
Of the college community. The
union building is the community
center - the physical instrument for
implementing the objectives of the
Organization and for facilitating a
COmmunity life・’’
Thus Edith Ouzts Humphreys
writes in her handbook on campus
CO血munity centers entitled CoZZege
U面o郷・ We are deeply grateful
to Mr・ Porter Butts’editor of pub-
1ications for the Association of Col-
lege Unions which holds the copy-
right on this book, for pemission to
use material from the handbook.
We will use extensive quotes from
that book, and wi11 follow the gen-
eral outline of the chapter of The
Rise of College Unions.
The Debate S置age, 1815“1894
・ In the England of the early 19th
century appeared the begimings of
a movement destined to have a far-
reaching e任ect on university life
not only in the British Isles and in
Canada, but also in time through-
out the United States and in other
PartS Of the world・
Two small groups of students,
One at Cambridge and another at
Oxford, became fired with the pas-
sion for free discussion. In the de-
bating societies of the individual
colleges of their universities there
had been for years an opportunity
for debate but these students felt
in‡ellectually cramped through the
limitations of the individual col-
柑γ.放`geれe H. Fioγd, G,39, T辞40,
鯵o紺のn U耽れer諦γ,s　γ印γeSe職種α房毒e　され
拐e As§OC香a房on of Co振ge UnわれS, aれd
書見eのり烏心oγ Of霊励おar房cわ.
leges. They conceived of an organ-
ization through which there might
be a combat of mind against mind
irrespective of college registration.
For the organization at Cam-
bridge, known as the Cambridge
Union, the accepted o組cial date of
founding is 1815. Similarly, for the
Organization at Oxford, known at
first as The United Debating So-
Ciety, the o範cial date is 1823・
The concept of the organizers
embodied unity through the under-
Standing of d鯖erences. By no
means was it intended to unloose
the chains of the traditional Eng-
1ish exclusiveness - an eXClusive-
ness partly social and partly intel-
lectual・ Indeed the idea of a gen-
eral club had not yet dawned・
Founders and early members of the
Organizations fomed what Herbert
Arthur Morrah, PreSident of the
Oxford Union in 1894　termed a
distinguished clique.
The original idea of debate as
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the objective of the English unions
was modified to include the love of
books, gOOd mamer, etC. Though
the union may have come to be a
``home away from home” the dis置
tinctive feature of the Oxford
Union has consistently been its
force in stimulat王ng intellectual
thought, discussion and debate.
From the beginnmg the union con-
sidered the purchase of books’
maps, 1amps and newspapers a nec-
essary expenditure.
One of the favorable conditions
now more or less assumed by Amer-
ican college unions as a natural
concomitant did not exist in the be-
giming of the union movement.
On Amer土can campuses of today, it
is rather common practice for uni-
VerSity authorities to become pro葛
moters with the students for secur-
ing college unions on their cam-
puses. At Cambridge and Oxford,
on the other hand, through long
years the unions met with active
disapproval by university authori-
ties. In the first place’PrOCtOrS in-
terfered on the acknowledged basis
that debating occupied time that
students∴Should be studying・ Se-
cretly they also feared that undesir-
able results or criticisms might arise
from free and open discussion on
such a broad scale, To school
authorities freedom of thought was
not to be confused with freedom of
expression.
The fact is that English unions
have never received any o鯖cial
recognition by their universities.
This is not to be interpreted, how-
ever, aS indicating an o任condition
peculiar to the unions. To English
universities student organizations
outside the classroom are extra to
the university. That is to say’the
university does not recognlZe any
student organizations… ・ At the
Same time, many Values of the
unions were appreciated・
Tha=he union idea early em-
bodied a union building may be
demonstrated by considering the
general mamer which require-
ments for headquarters of the or輸
ganization gradua11y evoIved・ With
emphasis at first almost who11y on
debate it was natural that the phys-
ical concem was with a room large
enough for the meeting. Gradually
they found need for a lounge for
those who came early to the meet-
ing, a library for those who came
early to read up on the topic for
debate, a dining service for those
Who came early and desired their
evenmg meal・ The dignity of the
union idea plus the social prestige
of the members demanded sur_
roundings of refinement. It was in
1857 that the Oxford Union tumed
its back on rented quarters and
Plamed its own building・ Benja-
min Woodward, a designer reputed
for his picturesque inventiveness
and refinement in his work on the
University museum, WaS given the
task of designmg the Oxford build-
mg. The instructions to him were
that his efforts in designmg the
union should be “very speciaL,,
Rossetti and other pre-Raphaelites
created on the walls of the Union
SeVeral scenes from Tennyson,s Ar-
thurian cycle. The influence of this
COmbination of Iiterature and art
WaS great, for the spiritual in鍋uence
Of physical surroundings had be-
co′me demonstrated.
The CIub Stage, 1895-1918
The first two college unions in
the United States, the Harvard
Union and Houston Hall at the Uni_
VerSity of Pemsylvania’like many
Others that followed, Were in丑u賀
enced not only by the EngIish
Unions but also by the union com-
Pleted in 1899, at the University of
Glasgow, Scotland・ The obvious
dissimilarity of the American unions
to the English lay in less emphasis
on debate and more on sociaI life.
The order of importance in the Ox-
ford and other English unions was
(1) debating, (2) a制iation of
SOCieties, and (3) a club. At Glas-
gow, a nOn-reSidential university,
the orderwas (1) a dub (with din-
ing rooms), (2) a餓Iiation of socie農
















Perhaps the most significant his-
torical di任erence between Houston
Hall, the oldest coHege union build-
1ng in the United States, and the
Harvard Union is the fact that from
its first conception Houston Hall
WaS COnSidered a part of the uni-
VerSity administration and not, like
the Harvard Union, a Privately
OWned dub in no way controlled
16
by the Universitv for its first twenty
yearS.
Historicalユy, it is interesting;
rather surprlSmg, tO find that from
the very begiming a concept of
Student govemment was injected,
the facility pattem of the college
union of today established, and the
environmental in丑uence of the
union on the life of students recog-
nized. The statement in the cata_
logue of the University for the year
Houston Hall opened shows best
the original concept: To provide
for all the students of the various
departments a place where all may
meet on common ground; and to
fumish them with every ava遺ble
facility for passmg their leisure
hours in harmless recreationaI
amusemento Even so, forty-five
years ago the appearance of this
O餓cial statement with regard to any
recreation and amusement on the
college level probably appeared to
many as unusual or strange. It is
Of only recent date that colleges in
general have assumed any responsi-
bility in educating for the e任ective
use of the leisure hour.’’
The Campus Democracy Stage?
1919。1929
It is evident that血e coIlege
union idea in the United States may
be traced first to that of a social
Club for men, dating from the open-
mg Of Houston Hall at the Univer-
Sity of Pemsylvania in 1895. ‥ ・
Though there had been for years a
Union Debating Society at Har-
Vard, influenced by the early Eng-
1ish Unions, When Harvard secured
its Union building in 1901 the em-
Phasis centered so much on the
Club idea that the debating motif
WaS almost entirely lost sight of.
During the early years of the
union in America, dormitories, SO
far as they were provided at all,
Were little more than body shelters
… 1acking almost entirely the facil-
ities common to the most advanced
dormitories of today. Consequent-































































































一PuS, like the Union a=he Univer輸
Sity of Glasgow, a nOn葛reSidential
university,珊ed a distinct s9Cial
gap. It has been consistently true
that the more college enro11ments
increased, the greater was the need
for a socializing and democratizing
agency. The college student, being
essentially a social being, reSPOnded
Whole-heartedly to opportunities
for meeting fellow students in the
inviting and homelike atmosphere
of the union.
What the Amer土can union did in-
herit from the English union was
the broad idea of a common meet-
ing place, the conception of student
COntrOI of the union organization,
and the precedent set by the Ox-
ford Union in giving significance to
the architectural plan and beauty
Of the union building・ The Ameri-
Can union also undoubtedly inher-
ited from English usage the word
union as applying only to organiza-
tions or social headquarters for
male students.
Concemmg the latter point it is
of interest to note that from the
begiming of the Association of Col-
]ege Unions in 1914 and unti1 1931
the definition of the word ``union’’
according to the constitution of the
Association was: an Organization in
any college or university whose
PurPOSe is to further and promote
SOCial activities, membership in
SuCh organizations being open to
all male students.
In order to get a complete picture
of the extent of union movement
through 1929 one should examine
The Directorg of Conege U海o鵬
: ‥ a tOtal of舶y-nine union build-
1ngS Or Similar headquarters had
been provided on American cam-
PuSeS by the end of 1929’thirty-
nine of them being opened in the
Period 1919-1929… ・ They repre-
Sent a Widening acceptance of a
broader view of education on the
Part Of餅ty-five separate co11eges
Iocated in twenty-tWO di任erent
In the years followmg 1919’With
a world supposedly just made ``safe
for democracy’’the idea of campus
unity of a union for all, became a
motivating force in the develop-
ment of college unions. This was
an era of schooI spirit, Of co-educa-
tion, Of the big dances, Of bringing
independent students up to a social
Par With fratemity students, Of
breaking down class barriers, and
Of cooperative student-faculty gov-
ernment.
The union seemed an answer to
the problems of the past・ The union
building, it was now seen, could be
for the entire college family - Stu-
dents’faculty, and alumni, irrespec-
tive of class, raCe, religious, POliti-
Cal, Or SOCial a鯖Iiations - a Shrine
Of good fellowship and symbol of
CO11ege unity. What better type of
living memorials dedicated to the
ideal of the better democratic life
that college men and women had
fought for on the battlefield・
Students, faculty and alumni on
One CamPuS reaSOned that if other
CamPuSeS COuld boast a union, they
COuld too. Fund campalgnS Were
Organized and enthusiasm ran high.
Some started to erect men’s club
buildings but changed soon to in-
clude women. This inclusion of
WOmen in union membership IS eX-
Plained in part, initially at least, by
the fact that they were needed in
the fund raising. The main factor
WaS PrObably the growing recogni-
tion of the value of providing for a
desirable and common social life
for men and women students.
The Community Recreation
Stage, 1930"
The union of this stage is the
union as defined at the beginnmg
Of the chapter: The tem ``college
union” implies an organization and
a building. The organization, Or-
dinarily composed of students’fac-
ulty and alumni, is an informal edu-
cational medium for individtlal and
group self-discovery and expression
through a broad program of social
and cultural recreation adapted to
17
the leisuretime interests and needs
Of the co11ege. community. The
union building is the community
Center,臆the physical instrument
for implementing the objectives of
the organization and for facilitating
a community life・
By no means have all unions
reached this stage… ・ The degree
to which they approach it is de-
Pendent upon the educational phi-
losophy not only of the union sta任
but also of the university adminis-
tration and faculty. It is dependent
also upon interests, attitudes and
appreciations of students and of
members of the local community
and state.
The progressive union as pictured
here includes the characteristics of
the two preceding stages and more.
Whereas the democracy of the pre-
Ceding period was largely in tems
Of equal en]Oyment Of physical club
services now it is in terms of an ex-
Periencing of the democratic way
Of life. Whereas a rather narrowly
COnCeived notion of the building as
a place to meet and of the program
as a round of dancing tea-ing and
banqueting characterized the club
and the preceding stage, nOW re-
creation is viewed as of broad social
and cultural consequence. Where-
as in former stages the time spent
in the union was often looked upon
by faculty as unnecessary loafing,
now there is a growing appreciation
Of the values for personal develop-
ment through environmental in租u-
ences and contacts with fellow stu-
dents and faculty. Whereas in
times of “bigger and be壮er’’build-
ings, for example, during the war
memorial building’ unions often
Prided themselves on the beauty of
the million dollar structure, nOW
the boast is in tems of the degree
to which the building serves the
recreational needs of its members.
Underlying the pattem of life in
the contemporary union are such
PmCiples as : making the individual
Participants more important than
(Co"紡ued o" Page 40)
DEDICATION AND OPEN互NG OF THE
CHENERY TRAVEL MUSEUM
The Chenery Travel Museum,
containing the collections made by
Dr・ and Mrs. William E. Chenery
during a lifetime of travel and
glVen tO Boston University by Mrs.
Chenery in memory of her hus-
band, WaS dedicated and opened
to the public for the first宜me on
Saturday, June 3, 1950・ Mrs. Chen-
ery ln PreSenting the collections
made a moving speech in which she
recalled the devotion of Dr. Chen-
ery to the interests of Boston Uni-
versity from which he graduated in
1887. President Daniel L. Marsh,
in accepting the gift’in behalf of
the Trustees presented Mrs. Chen置
ery with an illuminated scroll’reL
cording the University’s grateful
thanks for Dr. and Mrs. Chenerys
many benefactions which at Boston
University include the President’s
House, the Chenery Library of the
College of Liberal Arts, and now
the Chenery Travel Museumo Rev.
W. R. Leslie o任ered the dedicatory
prayer and Professor Houghton led
the singing of the DoxoIogy. After
the fomal ceremony of dedication’
Mrs. Chenery was the University’s
guest of honor at tea. Mrs. Frank
E. Roberts headed a group of ladies,
which included Mrs. Daniel L.
Marsh, Mrs. W. R. Leslie, Mrs. L
O. Hartman, Mrs. S. M. Lindsay’
Mrs. H. M. LeSourd, Mrs. W. L.
Stidger, Mrs. R. W. Taylor, Mrs.
Walter Heald, Mrs. E. T. Hall,
Mrs・ J. L. Deering, Mrs. A・ H.
Avery, Mrs. W. T. Lee, Mrs. A・ E.
Dorr, Mrs. S. M. Waxman, Mrs. R.
E・ Moody’Mrs. P. E. Bunker, Mrs.
G・ N. Eddy, and Miss Katherine
H illiker.
Over thirty years ago, aS Dr. and
Mrs. Chenery arranged in their
Commonwealth Avenue home the
many treasures which they had
accumulated in their travels, thev
宜rst talked over the idea of estab-
Mrs. C九eれerγ §九o訪れg §O肋e Of拐e dごs九es事`Sed bγ Napoleo職　の書S書・
Hde棚・ 0れきろeわf諒のC筋ne$〇〇〇のγぴed §Creeれ訪れoid掘れg Porce掃れ
暮れ8eお.
lishing a museum at Boston Univer-
Sity’and thereafter wherever they
Went, their additions to their collec-
tions were inspired by the thought
that ultimately the many items
would contribute to the education
and cultural enrichment of the stu-
dents at Boston University.
The Museum occupies a large
room on the second floor of the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts, in which cab-
inets and display cases have been
Placed along with the cabinets,
tables and other pleCeS Of fumiture
Which in themselves are an import-
ant part of the collections. Mrs.
Chenery has personally arranged
the hundreds of items in the cases
in addition to directing the general
arrangement of the fumishings in
the room・ She is continuing to make
Changes in arrangements and is also
adding items which increase the
COmPrehensiveness of the co11ec-
tions. It is Mrs. Chenery’s belief
that nearly every country lS rePre-
Sented, the only exception known to
her being the Fiji Islands.
The Chenery Museum is natural-
1y a re且ection of the interests of
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those who collected the objects in
it. Dr. and Mrs. Chenery shared a
devotion to foreign miss王ons.
Hence it is not strange that there
Should be many items from the
East. Notably are a pair of beauti-
ful carved cabinets which were for-
merly in the summer palace of the
Dowager Empress of China・ An
equa11y fine pleCe is a heavily
gilded carved cabinet once owned
by Prince Chao. One of the most
Striking fumishings in the Museum
is a carved wood screen with insets
Of old Ming porcelain・ Two ]eWel
Chests with intricate inlays’ One
Chinese and one Korean, are fine
examples of craftsmanship. A tem-
Ple bell from China is but one of
many bells in the co11ection・ Richly
coIorful are several embroidered
Silk hangings on the walls, One of
them is from the Temple of Con-
fusc王us in Peking・ Another is a
SCarlet wedding bamer.
The Holy Land is represented by
numerous articles; a Shepherd’s
pipe which Dr. Chenery bought
from a shepherd boy on the field of
( PZease初r所o page 2上)
SERVICE TO THE UNIVERSITY
The aid rendered by the Univer-
Sity Counseling and Placement
Services is so directly related to the
Various SchooIs and Colleges of the
University that the followmg infor-
mation may be of interest to you・
Tabulated figures attempt to meas-
ure the extent of the Services but
cannot measure the value to those
individuals whom it serves.
a cautious optimism by the late falユ・
EmpIoyers who talked “depression’’
Were later encouraged by the fail-
ure of their worse fears to material-
王ze. Competition definitely grew
more intense, and this was nowhere
more true than in the empIoyment
market. The transition from a se1工_
er’s to a buyer’s market was com-
Pleted by mid-1949. Complaints
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS SERVED BY CouNSELING SERVICE
JuLY l, 1949 - JuNE 30, 1950
D ep artme庇
College of Liberal Arts
College of Business Administration
Evening College of Commerce
College of Practical Arts and Letters
College of Music






SchooI of Social Work
SchooI of Nursing




♯ The 1948-1949 figure undistribu亡ed
In addition to the counseling and
testing of University students, Our
Private case load numbered 660 in-
dividuals. Three hundred and five
(305) were adults and 855 were
high schooI students in New Eng-
1and.
A total of 17,881 tests were ad-
ministered and scoredo Of this fig-
ure, 2,828 were individual tests and
15,043 were given in group situa-
tions but individually administered・
The Veterans Guidance section
COmPleted counseling and testing
for 8,158 veterans.
Pl acement
The outright pessimism for the
future which was much in evidence
earlier in the academic year largely
disappeared and was replaced with
No・〆Sきudenお　No・ Of S初del鵬
C ou′t8eZed c otmse Zed
ヱ949 - 」950　　I948 -上949
303♯
from candidates had a common
theme‥ “EmpIoyers are di能cult to
Satisfy・’’
The year proved to be a good one
for the graduating class of 1950.
Early pessimistic employment pros-
PeCtS did much to prepare the Sen-
ions mentally for a competitive
market・ The Seniors approached
their job hunting with much more
realism and a recQgnition that ini-
tial jobs, eVen though less attractive
than hoped for, PrOVided spring-
boards to better opportunitiese
The tabulation on next page pro-
Vides a summary of the volume of
WOrk carried on by the Placement
Sta群・ Only direct placements are
listed・ There is no adequate way
to measure the value of the assist-
ance o群ered.
There was a constant丑ow of stu_
dents to the Placement o能ce seek-
mg Part-亡ime employmente With a
total registration of 3396 it was easy
to understand our inability to
PrOVide jobs for all students who
wanted work.
The table on next page shows a
distribution of applications and
Placements by SchooIs and Col-
1e音geS. Every department of血e
University is represented・ In most
CaSeS the number of placements is
in direct proportion to the number
Of registrants。
棚芯EleαれOr Gon有償deのf拐e PiαCe肌eれ烏S書αガg訪e§碑のr書きn Le演ne,















































































♯In additon to the 5473 new registrations, an eStimated five or six thousand were carried over in our active則e.
Adult Reading Clinic
Maintained at Counseling Serv-
ice, 308 Bay State Road, in co-OPer-
ation with the SchooI of Education.
The Clinic served three groups‥
(l) Students in the University; (2)
Students from schooIs in the Great-
er Boston area to whom the Clinic
Offered (a) diagnostic testing lead-
ing to specific recommendations in
all cases of reading disability dis-
COVered, (b) tutoring, if desired,
for students needing remedial help;
(3) Graduate students from the
SchooI of Education who desired
laboratory experience and guidance
in leamlng remedial techniques.
The Clinic began operation late
in October. Since that time the fol-
lowlng WOrk was accomplished・
56 Complete diagnoses ( approx置
imately 5 hours each of testing
and evaluation )
27 Students tutored- Boston
University 19 - High SchooI
Students 8





Street’in co-OPeration with SchooI
of Education and SchooI of Public
Relations.
The purpose of the Clinic was to
SerVe University students and
adults in the community in deter-
mining the type and degree of
SPeeCh deviations; it provided cor-
rective work where indicated and
OPPOrtunities for Graduate students
interested in the field to become
Clinicians and proficient in copmg








Professor Wilson gave approximate-
1y one half time to the Clinic and in
addition carried a teaching load at
拙r. Kd§盤のわれd, ’B’24, Ve書eγaれS, Co霊ln§eわγ, g夢l)eS ad演ee高ののひe書eγan
馴れ復最r拐g αbo事`書鯵osきoれU耽れer訪γ.







































































































































































































































































the SchooI of Education. Marked
SuCCeSS WaS eVidenced during the
紐st year of operation. A total of 8l
cases were handled. Nineteen of
these were University students and
工2 were private cases. Speech dis-
Orders were classified under voice,




ment service shall be available to
Candidates taking degree problems,
Or tO those who have completed
One full semester of academic study
(16 hours) at Boston University
and who are in good standing.
Parトtime and Summer empIoy-
ment service shall be available to
full-time day students in both grad-
uate and undergraduate schooIs.
Teacher placement for Summer
term students shall be available to
those who are regularly enrolled
as candidates for degrees in Boston
University and registered for a full
PrOgram Of graduate or undergrad-
uate study during the Summer tem.
P萱acement Service _
Teachers Agencies
招g 24 I950 - Begiming August
l工950, OnIy copleS Of FacuIty ref-
erences on創e with the Placement
Service will be sent to teachers
agencies. Prior to this policy
Change, COPies of all references
were sent. It has been evident for
SOme time that unavoidable delays
Were eXPerienced in meeting our
Obligation to school and college
O餓cials requesting credentials of
Our graduates. Over 3000 complete
sets of credentials were sent to
schooI o餓cials in addition to the
thousands prepared for o餓ce in-
VeStigation ・
During the past three years there
has been a constant increasmg de-
mand for empIoyment services.
Due to the limited sta任, it has been
necessary to limit our services in
Certain areas in order to glVe ade-
quate attention to our graduating
classes and alumni.
脇ss棚aγγ Croc鳥er分霊鵬拐e s書opのa書c九oれ掘$S JoαれSpac鳥の九oああα亙
これg拐e M訪れe§O書の肋aれまp訪α房on∴雄おち∴pα競Of拐e eo事′れSe1きれg ser壷e
γeれdeγe寄bγ Bos轟のれU耽れer訪γ.
JuLY 1950 - REVISED LIST OF FEES FOR CouNSELING SERVICE
Ba$ic fest ba協erg岬Counseling Service
Full time and degree students
Part time (four academic hours or less)
Graduates - first two years after graduation
Graduates - tWO tO five years after graduation
Graduates - after five years
Individually admini§tered tests for admission to Boston University
Private cases - COunSeling and testing
Private cases - prOjective tests
Read初g CZ海c - (basic fees)
Reading diagnoses - fu]l time students
Reading diagnoses - private cases
Individual tutoring - Per hour - full time students
Individual tutoring - Per hour - private cases .
Speech Ch諦c - (basic fees)
Examination臆full time students
Examination - private cases
Speech correction - Per SemeSter - full time students
Speech correction - Per SemeSter鵜Private cases
(Co偏れued from page J8)
Boaz’CarVed mother-Of-Pear工from
Jerusalem, and a pearI necklace
from the Sea of Galilee among
them・ Of symbolic interest is a
brass pitcher and bowl used in the
Passion Play at Oberammergau.
Since Napoleon Bonaparte’s
brother Jerome married a Patter"
SOn Of Baltimore, Mrs・ Chenery’a
Patterson descendant, became in-
terested in the great Emperor of
the French。 There are therefore
many items of Napoleonic interest・
There are the dishes used by Na-
POleon at St. Helena before he re-
Ceived the special set provided by
the govemment of France. There is
an exact copy of the or王ginal Golden
Bee組ag used by Napoleon at Elba.


















bolic bee, eagle and crown is an
especia11y choice possession. Some
fine commemorative plates糾a
considerable section of one wall
Cabinet. An exquisite mirror on one
Wall is a replica of one in the Hall
of M土rrors in the Palace of Ver_
sailles. It is called the mirror of a
thousand faces from the fact that it
has∴SO many SeParate re岨ecting
surfaces. In one comer of the room
is a large vase from the town of
Quimper.
The Russian section of the Mu_
Seum COntains two large paintings
Of special interest. Here too are
SOme PerSOnal belongmgS Of the
last Czar and his family.
It is not possible at present’both





Members of the Boston Univer-
Sity Club of Boston launched the
1950　football season with a Pre-
Season Football Dimer, September
25, at Thompson’s Spa, head-
quarters for the club・ A color創m
Of the squad, made during early
fall practice, WaS Shown, along with
various individual members of the
Squad showlng their talents. Coach
Donelli was the feature speaker of
the evening along with Vic Stout,
Director of Sports Publicity and
Sports Editor of BosTONIA, Captain
Lou Salvati, President Marsh and
Dr. Harmon, Director of Athletics.
Once again, the Boston Univer-
Sity Club of Boston will present
game movies at Thompson’s Spa
each Thursday noon during the
football season. A larger, air-COn-
ditioned room will be used this
SeaSOn for the showmg Of the pic-
tures. This room is Iocated on the
City Hall side of Thompson’s Spa.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
VARSITY CLUB
The Varsity Club broke from the
gate fast when it came to ge輯ng
their program under way for the
year 1950-5l・ They opened with a
dimer September 18 at Thompson’s
Spa with Coach “Buff’’Donelli,
Captain Lou Salvati, Dr. Hamon
and various sports writers of the
Boston newspapers as their guests.
The night before Homecomlng Day
they will sponsor a Smoker to be
held at the Hotel Buckminster. It
Will feature a gathering of all
former football captains・ Another
dinner will be held the night before
the St. Bonaventure game which
OPenS the home game season in Bos一
ton・ And don’t forget the big All-
Sports Night banquet in December‥
PHILADELPHIA GROUP
; A small group of Boston Univer-
Sity Alumni met at the home of Dr.
B N E
Nicholas Padis in Drexel Hill the
evening of September 7th to dis-
CuSS the reorganization of the Bos-
ton University Club of Philadelphia.
John Houston, Director of Eleme雪-
tary Education at Girard College lS
Chaiman of the organlZmg COmmit-
tee・ Alumni living in or around
Philadelphia who are interested
should contact DR. NICHOLAS
PADIS, Medical Tower Building,
258 South 17th Street, Philadelphia,
JOHN HOUSTON, Girard College,
Or MIRIAM TAYLOR HOUSTON,
Girard Co11ege。
WORCEST圏R WOMEN?S CLUB
Este11e H. Sullivan, Chairman of
the Scholarship Committee infoms
us that Miss Mary E. Harrahy’8
Wayne Terrace, Worcester, a Junior
at the College of Liberal Arts has
been awarded the $100 scholarship
Of the Boston University Women’s
Club of Worcester for the year
1950-5l・ A duplicate award has
been glVen Miss Harrahy by the
University. Mrs. Sullivan reports
that the club has another full year
Of activities facing them・
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Dav土d Duval and Edwin Duane,
1950 University graduates are look-
mg forward to attending meetings
Of the Hartford Club and getting
to all the footba11 games this fall・
ALBANY, NEW YORK
The initial meeting of the 1950-
51 club season was held September
11th at the University Club・ Mr・
William Conway, PreSided。 Several
new members were present. Plans
Were 'discussed for the meeting on
October 9th when the 1950 gradu-
ates wi11 be invited to the club and
the new University創m, ``careers in
the Making, a full-COIor produc-
tion, Will be、′Shown. Plans for a
dimer meeting in October to be
held in了COnJuPCtion with the Easter
2盆
W S
New York Teachers Convention
were discussed. An increase in in-
terest in the club is reported by
Miss Roberta Henderson’SeCretary
Of the club・ Alumni living in Al-
bany or its environs are invited to
contact Miss Henderson at 137
South Lake Avenue, Albany.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
REV. MR. STANLEY H. MAR_
TIN, fomer chapla主n of the Uni-
VerSity and now Iocated in Nash-
Ville, is interested in starting a
Boston University club in this Io-
cale. You can contact him at 810
BROADWAY, NASHVILLE. MISS
HELEN GIVENS at Vandervilt
University, Mary Kirkland Hall will
also be glad to be ofhelp.
WEST VIRGIN量A
From Buckhannon, West Vir農
ginia, Mr. W. J・ Scarborough writes
to ask if alumni are interested in
getting together on October 26th
at West Virginia Weslayan College.
You can contact him there.
CALIF ORNIA
A survey is being made of Cal-
ifomia alumni interested in gather-
ing when Boston University takes
On the College of the Pacific in a
football game the evenmg Of No-
vember　24th at Stockton. Those
王nterested should contact WIL-
LIAM H. N. BRYANT, P.O. Box
803, Santa Barbara, Califomia.
FRAM耳NGHAM
MAS SAC輯USETT S
Lawrence Randall, fomerly of
the Framingham Club is now an
Instructor of Geography at Colby
College, Waterville, Maine. He
married Clara Romer of Leeu-
Warden, Holland last July.
CLUB OFFICERS
Club presidents and club secre-
taries are looking forward to a con-
ference of club o餓cers on Novem_
ber 18th, the University of Idaho
game when they will attend as
guests of Dr・ Marsh.
NEW JERSEY
The charter meeting of the Bos-
ton University Club of New Jersey
Will be held Friday evenmg’Oc-
tober 6th at the Robert Treat Hotel,
Newark, N・ J. A large number of
alumni are expected to attend the
dinner and to hear the fine list of
SPeakers expected to attend・ Unless
the intemational situation demands
Otherwise, Honorable J. Howard
McGrath, Attomey-General of the
United States and a Law School
graduate is expected to attend・
Definitely on the agenda are Honor重
able Arthur T. Vanderbilt, Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of
New Jersey; Anastasia Dragon, COn-
fidential secretary to General Carlos
Romulo, PreSident of the United
Nations; Gordon S. ( Mickey) Coch-
rane, former ma]Or league catcher
and coach and one of the Univer置
Sity’s outstanding alltime athletes;
Mayor Villani of Newark; Dr.
Archey D. Ball of Paterson and
Arthur E・ Jemer, Executive Alumni
S ecretary.
The names of New Jersey alumni
Will be posted in three classifica-
tions: 1. Class 2. Locality. 3. Al-
Phabetically. Be sure to Iook them
up. 1950 graduates will be received
into the club at the meeting・
The Boston University創m, ``ca-
reers in the Making will be shown.
The social hour gets under way at
5 p.m・ and the dimer be11 will ring
at 6:30 p.m・ This will g主ve every-
One a gOOd chance to circulate and
meet old friends and class町a亡es.
LEWISTON, MAINE
The annual luncheon of the Bos_
ton University alumni in Maine will
be held in con事unCtion with血e
Maine Teachers Association Con_
Vention Friday, October 27 at the
Hotel DeWitt, Lewiston. Dr・ John
WOMEN’S COUNCIL
WILL ENTERTAIN MEMBERS OF U.N.
U. N. CELEBRATION
Observmg the雛th amiversary
Of the founding of the United Na-
tions, members of the Boston Uni-
VerSity Women’s Council will be
hostesses to twenty members of the
Secretariat of the United Nations
血e weekend of Oct. 20, Mrs. Frank
Ford Hill, Chaiman of the pro十
ects committee of the Council an"
nounced recently・ S王r Gladwyn
Jebb, PaSt PreSident of the Security
Council and delegate from the
United Kingdom has been invited
to speak at the only public event to
be held during the two-day celebra-
tion・ The speaker wi1工be intro置
duced by Dr. Daniel L. Marsh, froしm
the stage of Hayden Memorial audi-
torium.
In addition to the speaker there
Will be folk danclng by students
from CPES, aPPrOPriately dressed
in fore工gn COStumeS and a chora]
group from the Co11ege of Music
under the direction of Dean Warren
S. Freeman。
Saturday noontime the members
of the Secretariat will be the lunch_
eon guests of Mrs・ Charles Francis
Adams at her Concord home. They
will also make an historical tour of
the surrounding countrysidee
Members of the committee ar置
ranging the week-end for the U. N.
members are: Mrs. Lewis O. Hart_
man’ PreSident of　血e Council,
Dean EIsbeth Melvilユe Percy’Mrs.
Alfred H・ Avery’Mrs. Leroy M. S.
Miner, Mrs. W. Stanton Yeager,
Mrs. Ruby H. Cole, Mrs. Frank E.
Roberts’Mrs. Howard W. Selby,
Miss Grace W. Heartz, Mrs. Wil-
1iam F. Rogers, Mrs・ Albert Scho-
field, Mrs. Charles Francis Adams,
Mrs. Donald Bom, Mrs。 Paul D.
Bowler, Miss Cora D. Brown, Mrs.
Malcolm Green, Mrs. J・ Edwin La-
COunte, Mrs。 Camillo P. Merlino,
Mrs. Charles A・ Dooley, Mrs. Edson
G. Waterhouse, Miss Isabelle E。
Hallett, Mrs. Arthur Dorr, Mrs. Ed-
Ward R. Collier and Mrs. John L
Dearmg・
Mrs. Frank Ford HilI has been
recently named Boston organizer of
friendship tours for members of the
United Nations through the Volun重
teer Workers of the United Nations.
M量LFORD. MASSACHUSETTS
Harold M. Moran of the Milford
Club reports that they are plammg
a fall dimer meeting for October
lO’and for the local appearance on
November 28 or 29 0f the Boston
University, Gilbert and Sullivan op-
era, “Rudy Gore”.
A. Wa11ace, neWly appointed di-
rec亡or of Undergraduate Curricu-
lum at the SchooI of Education and
Henry B. Perry, head of Teacher
Placement at the Placement Bureau
Of the University, Will be the fea-
tured speakers。
JOINT ME圏TING
A joint meeting of the Boston
University Club of Boston and the
Boston University Women’s Gradu-
ate Club is being planned for Feb-
ruary.
豊3
(Co脇肋ed from page 2I )
because of the extent of the collec_
tions, tO glVe mOre details here. It
is expected that the collections will
be catalogued with the aid of Mrs・
Chenerys reco11ection of the cir-
cumstances in which each item was
obtained.
Meanwhile plans are being made
for regular hours of opening・ The
general public as well as alumni
and students wi11 find a visit to the
Chenery Travel Museum worth-
while.
DON’T SELL THE TERRIERS SHOR甘!
By VIC STOUTI Director of SpoI.tS Publicitv
●/
CapらLo職Sal章)a房
A newsman recently asked Bu紐
Donelli how it felt to Iose Harry
Agganis to the U. S. Marines.
The Bu任er thought a moment,
then responded: “Did you ever
have an attack of appendicitis and
then get hit on the head with a
Sledge hammer.’’
It was a very despondent Aldo
Donelli the momng Of Sept. 2
When a Marine public infoma-
tion o鯖cer informed him on the
Nickerson Field phone that orders
had been dispatched to Agganis
and that worthy was scheduled to
be in unifom by Sept. 18.
This was the year that the in-
COmParable Lynn 〕unior was
SCheduled to reach the heights and
Carry the best rounded Boston Uni葛
VerSity team up there with him.
For the past 10 months Donelli
had pIotted the 1950 campaign and
his plans all revoived around
Agganis.
“He’s the kind of a football
Player a coach dreams about’’’
Ha夢fbαC鳥Bobbγ W九〇夢aれ
Iamented the Terrier coach that
mommg. ``Fellows like Sammy
Baugh, Sid Luckman and Harry
Aggan工s come along once in a blue
moon and if you’re fortunate
enough to have a boy like one of
those during your coaching career
you’re mighty lucky.”
With Agganis gone, the Ter-
riers were left with one experi-
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enced quarterback. That was
Bi11y Pavlikowski, CaPable senior
from Tower Hill #2, Pa. Behind
Pavlikowski was only one inex-
Perienced sophomore, SCarCely the
type of performer who could im-
mediately fill the bill in a big-time
football program・
So Bu任was forced to improvise
a month before the campaign
OPened・ He dipped into his bag
Of tricks and came up with the
name John Kastan・ This 190-
POund junior from Glassport, Pa.
WaS his new quarterback.
The move at the time occasioned
a deal of surprlSe for Kastan was a
BきlよPa訪き鳥oの8鳥き
fullback言n fact had played noth-
mg else during his high school and
COllege career. But he was a bet-
ter-than average passer, WaS re置
garded as one of the smartest play-
ers on the squad and possessed
the drive, leadership ability and
imagination so requisite for a top-
鮎ght signal caller.
As this piece was being written
young Kastan was working over-
time as he attempted to leam the
intracacies of T-fomation quar-
terbacking・ And his progress was
amazmg・ With the help of fresh-
man.coach John Toner, the former
Temer quarterback whom Done11i
regards as one of the smartest play-
ers he ever coached, the Pemsyl-
Vanian gave every indication of be-
COming one of the best signal
Callers in the East. Neither John
nor Billy Pav will be a Harry
Agganis’but it appeared that the
Vital quarterbacking asslgnment
WOuld be in capable hands.
The squad which Done11i in-
Vited to pre-SeaSOn PraCtice this
year was one of the smallest-in
numbers-Of any top gridiron
Squad in the country. It num-
bered only 45 but what it may
have lacked numerically was more
than o任set bv the quality of the
grOuP.
There is always a tendency m
this publicity game to see things
through rose-COIored glasses. But
unless we’re way out in deep left
field this 1950 eleven - eVen With_
Out Perhaps the greatest T-forma-
tion quarterback in the nation -
WiIl live up to all the good things
that have been predicted for it
during血e summer.
Runnmg down the lineup,
you’l】 be seeing two of the top
ends in these parts in senior
George Sulima and sophomore
Bob Capuano. The fomer is an
established college player, PrOb-
ably the best end in Boston Uni-
VerSity history. The latter i; a
definite A11-America prospect. Big
and strong, he is a terrific pass re-
ceiver and like the Rock of Gibral_
tar on defense.
At the probable starting tackles
are the 255-POund Hugo Primiani
and either a ]unior by the name of
Karl Mi11er or Joe Barbagallo. Pri-
miani, a law schooI student, is the
fastest of all the tackles and, When
aroused, is as good a tackle as
you’ll find on any college roster in
the land.
Capt. Lou Salvati, Perhaps the
OutStanding Terrier lineman a year
ago, manS One Of the guard posi-
tions with a sophomore answemg
to the name of Len D’Errico team-
Sop九o肋のre Bo心Cαp耽aれO
ing up with him・ Singularly
enough, Salvati, Capuano and
D’Errico all haif from Cranston,
R. I. and four years ago comprised
the right side the Cranston high
school line. At center are three
CaPable young men in veterans
John O’Grady, Jim Lyons and
SOPhomore John Hurstak.
The backfield squad, On the au-
thority of many of the top fooト
ball writers in the country’is ex-
CePtionally talented・ The Terriers
Will match their two starting half-
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backs-Bobby Whelan and
George Luker - With any tandem
in the East. And behind that ca-
Pable palr are a COuPle of juniors
- Charley Hanson and Don Wal-
1ace - Who 'are just about ready to
break into the headlines.
At fullback there’s the veteran
Charley Kenヒand a young block
buster by the name of Sam Pino.
If you haven’t seen Signor Pino in
action, yOu’ve a rare treat await-
ing you. Though standing only 5
feet 8, the Somervi11e’Mass. sopho-
more weighs 190 pounds and the
legend is that during the freshmen
year he was never stopped at the
line of scrimmage. Hole or no
hole, Sam will pick up that odd
yard for you and if the linemen
Can SPmg him into the clear, it
usua11y takes more than two tack-
lers to bring him down・ We’ll pre-
dict right now, Without any reser-
vations, that brother Pino will be
the best o任ensive fullback this
Part Of the country has seen since
Bill Osmanski of Holy CrosS.
F撮〃bαC鳥Sα肌P訪o
The Bu紐er won’t like it, but
We’1l still predict the best season
in Boston University history.
Ⅲ A且を脚
LET’S QUIT tくNIPPING THE BUD’’
By MILLARD HARMON, E?49
Peきrce Sc加。ちNe肋0れ
The other day a friend told me
high schooI seniors were not intelli-
gent enough to be allowed to vote
in state or national elections. This
type of血ought is as outmoded as
the schooI of ``faculty psychoIogy.’’
There is within this group of youth
a potential that would act as a shot
in the am to a country becoming
lackadaisical on a subject vital to
our future.
Some feel that an eighteen-year-
old does not know enough about
govemment to handle the impor-
tant job of voting. Others point to
a ``lack of maturity’’and come to
the same conclusion. Obviously,
there are many reasons that we
might fall back upon when a situ-
ation arises that necessitates a defi-
n主te stand. While there are many
opposed to glVmg VOting privileges
to eighteen-year-Olds, there are an
increasing number of educators
who feel that our country would
benefit by such action.
Changed Condi置ions
Laws that govem血e voting age
were written well over a hundred
years ago when few schooIs existed・
Since then there have been many
changes. Secondary education has
advanced to the point where a
child in high school is well-edu-
cated compared to his illustrious
In 1917 the Amy tested a cross-
section of our you血, aS it did in
194l. Results show that, aCCOrd-
ing to test scores, there has been
considerable educational advance-
ment by youth in the relatively
short span of twenty-five years・
This may be due in part to血e laws
血at requlre SChool attendance until
血e completion of the twelfth grade
or until the age of sixteen is
reached, Whichever occurs first・
Whatever the reason for血e im-
provement, the facts remain. There
のaS improvement.
During our most recent WOrld
war a great cry went up. If eight-
een-year-Olds were able to fight and
die for their country, they should
be allowed to vote. At this宜me
Georgla Put through legislation
proclaiming eighteen the voting
age. since then a bill (H. R. 2120)
and two resolutions (H. J. Res. 148
and S. J. Res. 73) that would give
eighteen-year-Olds in all states the
voting privilege have been plgeOn-
holed in our Congress. Numerous
states, Massachusetts included,
have unsuccessfully attempted to
enact similar legislation.
Other Considerations
However, War in且uence upon
this subject is superficial・ Fi如ting
and maturity have little correlation.
When we have individuals of anリ
age govemed by a law which they
themselves have no right to sup-
port or oppose, We face the same
problem that faced our ancestors in
1776, legislation without represen-
tation.
From the viewpoint of educators’
there is a more important reason
for lowering the voting age・工t
must be remembered that a very
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small per cent of our late adoles-
cent youth attend college.皿is
means that their formal education
ends upon graduation from high
school. Now, What have these stu-
dents leamed in high school to war-
rant their acceptance by adults as
capable voters?
We might look to the schooI cur-
riculum for this answer. We find,
upon examination, that most
schooIs requlre COnSiderable study
in the fields of govemment’history
of democracy, and civic affairs・
These subject-matter fields supply
the student with background ma-
terial befitting a citizen of democ-
raCy.
Aside from this, and perhaps
even more important’is the school
govemment system which operates
very much as our national program.
O餓ces are held, eaCh group is
represented in the schooI congress,
and voting is done through the
secret ballot・ This is practical edu-
cation in the art of voting・
Leaming Witho調t Ac血g
So, We See the student leaving
high schooI with a background in
the fundamentals of democracy
through a study of subject宜elds
and with active participation in a
govemmental system similar to our
political situation・ Upon gradua-
tion this infomation and experi-
ence are ready for use, but what
happens? Law requlreS血e po-
tential citizen to be inactive, in
tems of voting, for three years.
A home is often established dur-
王ng these years, business enterprises
are undertaken, and the end result
is a passive interest in the individ-
ual vote at the age of twenty-One・
If this gap were bridged, there
would be little transit王on from the
Classroom voting in high school to
State and national voting.
In all, 47,976,263 votes were cast
for presidential electors in 1944. At
that time there were　89,204,558
POtentia工voters and 60,766,625 reg-
istered voters in our country. In
Other words’for every voter who
Went`tO the polls, One Who should
have gone stayed home・ The reason
for this is a mystery, but in many
CaSeS it may be traced to those
three years when youthful en血usi-
asm was dampened by three years
Of political inactivity.
Seniors leavmg high school are
not cynical; they have not lost that
SParkle in the eye for the idealistic
type of govemment which democ-
racy represents. In July, 1946, there
Were 7,126’O17 youth in our country
between eighteen and twenty-One.
The influence of this group upon
Our elections would be an asset,
and would also accomplish some-
thing important, - gOOd habits in
VOting・ With these habits estab-
lished, it might be possible to ex-
PeCt’in thirty years, Perhaps, a
tumout of 80%, 90%, Or Pe血aps
better, at the polls.
Faith Needed
We must have faith in our
SChooIs if the voting age is to be
lowered, for in e任ect we would be
Saylng: “Our children are being
taught what they should know in
SChool・ They are emerg工ng after
twelve years of schooling with
enough intelligence, enOugh knowl-
edge, and enough maturity to
handle the responsibility that goes
With voting!”
This would act as a much-needed
morale booster to the teachers also.
Recognition of achievement
through the accepting of these
youth into citizenship would some-
What alユeviate the pangs of a much-
too-thin pay envelope, Still a prob-
lem in many schooI systems・ Teach-
ers would accept the pat on the
back that such a change would
mean. If the change does come
about, training o鮮ered at present
would be handled with more zest.
There is great driving force in the
knowledge that what is taught will
SOOn be put into active practice.
Leg王slation that will make it law-
ful for our youth to vote at eighteen
Wi11 not be spontaneous. We all
know that there are some young-
SterS in this age group who should
not vote。 Indeed, there are many
adults that are not capable of the
thought necessary to cast an intel-
1igent vote. The shortcom工ngS O壬
isolated cases in the eighteen-tO-
twenty-One age bracket may be
noted over and over, but in the
final analysis the in丑uence of such
a minority will not be felt・ Every
educator, eVery Parent, eVery indi-
vidual who has faith in our educa-
tional system and in our you吐
(who has lived with, brought up,
taught these youth, and thus gotten
an insight into their hopes, desires,
and their unfailing fai血in human
nature and in their country) should
glVe this problem serious consider-
ation.
Youth wil1 1ive up to any job, Or
in this case, Privilege, that is given.
The time has come when we should
acknowledge the advancement that
Our educational system as well as
Our yOuth have made in the last 150
years, and welcome into our midst













































































S・ FRANCIS HOWARD, Secretarγ
North寅eld, Vermont
At commencement in June, 1950,
Norwich University conferred upon S.
FRANCIS HOWARD, the honorary de-
gree of Doctor of Science.
Of the 69 nen who entered the class
Of 1894　at Massachusetts Agricultural
Co11ege, 88 were graduated with the de-
gree of bachelor of science, and most of
them received also the bachelor of sci_
ence degree from Boston University.
After 56 years, 17 of the 33 or 51 per-
Cent are Still航ng. In June at the 56th
ann葵VerSary (the class now reunes every
year) eleven of the 17, Or 65 percent
Were PreSent. A pretty good record for
longevity and also for percent of class
PreSent at any COmmenCement.
1896
C.L.A.
Miss GRACE N. BROWN, Secre調γ1・
The Stratford
ll East 82nd Street
New York, New York
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 195工
CLASS REPORT
The class of ’96 held its annual reunion
On Alumni Day, June 8, 1950, at lunch-
eon at the Myles Standish Hall。
The president, Emily Hall Cook, Pre-
Sided. During the lunch the members
chatted across the table∴and asked and
answered questions and afterwards the
latest news (in digest) of the nine a壮end-
ing members was read by the members
themselves, or the Secretary as fol案ows:
George Chunhill, Who, by the way, On
being informed that he would be血e
Only man present, Calmly remarked, “It
reminds me of German classe§ in our
Senior year.’’ since his re血ement in
1989, Georges main work has been on
Lincoln Library, a One VOlume encycIo-
Pedia, reVising sections on history, geOg-
raphy, biography, and government in the
last five or six editions. He lives with
his daughter and her family just outside
Washington and spends・ his time reading
Virgil, Writing, and doing small chores
around the house.
SUSIE FLINT PAGE and Mr. Page,
now that their three daughters and son
are married, 1ive quietly in Melrose and
enjoy trips from time to time.
ELLA GRAY, Since her retirement
from teaching in 1946, enjoys her Ieisure,
living in her home in Somerville in winter
and going in summer to her cottage at
Peaks Island, Maine, Where she remains
to enjoy the fall. She belongs to several
Clubs and enjoys lectures_ and social hours.
ALMA WHITMAN ADAMS has lived
quietly for the past few years in Worces-
ter, Where she passes the time in reading
and walking, Wind and weather pemit-
ting. Alma added a tribute to our profes-
sors at 12 Somerset Street who had made
our lives richer because of our contact
with them。
No reports were received by the Secre-
tary and no comments were heard from
EDITH COLE THAYER, ELLA DAN-
IELS, Or FLORENCE WEBSTER and
the president and secretary were so en-
grossed with class matters that they de-
Cided to defer reports∴till next year.
Grace Brown’s sister was the only guest.
Digests of notes from absent members
Were read by the secretary and the notes
Were PaSSed around to be read by those
present.
HELEN and PETER PRÅTT, Since
their retirement in 194l, have been living
in Mount Dora, Central Florida, and have
transferred their citizenship to that state.
Helen has been active in the social Hfe
Of the community. Arthur often speaks
thereabout and enjoys the contacts. For
Outdoor activities they are members of
the Mount Dora Lawn Bowling Club.
They continue to go each summer to
Friendship, Maine, Where their son, Bob,
has a place nearby. Incidental工y, Helen’s
Sister is on the staff at the Charlesgate
Hall, the girk’dormitory at B.U.
BERTHÅ　MARVEL MAYNARD and
Mr. Maynard carried on “unexcitingly”
deriving pleasure from reading “the really
good publications available” and there
are always the problems of these United
States and the world at large to intrigue.
Bertha wishes to emphasize her constant
loyalty to the class of ’96.
MARSHALL EVANS was unable to
join us as he was again busy with exams.
He wrote, “Old and decrepit though I
am, I’m sti11 doing some teaching.” In
1946 Capital University in Columbus, a
Lutheran CoIIege and Seminary, invited
him to give three or four courses, “just
about right for an old guy, Sma11 ad-
vanced undergraduate courses and no
administrative responsibihties, that’s the
life.’’ He sent his best to all who might
tum up.
LILLIAN BRYANT BURBANK has
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recovered to an unexpected extent from
a serious illness in the spring of ’48. She
Spends the greater part of the year in her
home in Danville, Vermont, Staying for
the winter months with her daughter in
Northfield, Vermont. In the winters of
’48 and ’49 she visited the home of her
SOn, Natt, in Melrose. He is now super-
intendent of schooIs in Boulder, CoIorado,
too far away for a visit. For twenty-five
years Lillian has been a correspondent
for the County Daily Newspaper and has
enjoyed the bcal touch with her fellow
townspeople. She promised to be with us
in spirit at the reunion.
After luncheon several members visited
the new buildings and George Ch脚ch-
ill, E]1a Gray, Susie Flint Page, Grace
Brown and her sister attended the Alumni
Spread on the Esplanade.
A letter from EMMA SHIPMÅN, nOt
forwarded till after June 3rd, eXPlained
that her absence was due to duties con_
nected with her retirement June 5, from
the presidency of the Christian Science
Church, Which she had held for the pre-
Ceding year. After teaching for three or
four years, Emma attended a class in
Christian Science apd since then she has
practiced and taught Christian Science,
and has written many articles on the sub-
ject。 She has traveled much in Europe
and the United States. Her other inter-
ests are shown by her membership in the
English Speaking Union, Women’s Re-
Publican Club, YWCA, Pan American
Society, and Massachusetts Horticultural
Society.
A card received from MABEL IN-
GALLS LANSING after the secretary
had retumed to New York stated it was
impossible for her to attend the reunion
and regretted being unable to meet the
classmates∴She knew. She rea盤zed that
the University had grown to a powerful
institution under President Marsh.
The secretary regrets to be obliged to
report that sinc㊤ the beginning of 1950
the class has lost three members, ALMY
CHASE GRANT, Who passed away Jan-
uary 9, and WESLEY GOODWIN and
WILLIAM MURPHY, Whose deaths
Were rePOrted March l.
We plan to meet again next y⑱ar-
Our 55th Reunion。
Grace N。 Brown, Secre細γg
In a note dated May 4, 1950, addressed
to Grace Brown, Secretary of the class
of ’96, Arthur Peabody Pratt, D.D., nOW
of Mount Dora, Florida, WrOte for him-
self and Mrs. Pratt as follows: “A few
Weeks ago we received back numbers of
BOSTONIA, October to March, Which
We had missed・ These we read with deep
interest. What a story of progress runs
through these several issues. I greatly
admire Dr. Marsh, an abIe and inspiring
leader, and am happy that we could have
that pleasant personal contact on the
OCCaSion of our Fiftieth Anniversary.
What memories are awakened when we
look back across the years to our days
at No. 12 Somerset Street: nOW We have
lived long enough to see the realization









On Alumni Day, June 3, 1950, the
Class of ’97　met for luncheon at the
University Commons, for the celebration
of their 53rd amiversary of graduation.
We were glad to meet for this occasion in
the Commons as it gave us a chance to
See the new facilities on the Campus:
Marsh Chapel, the SchooI of TheoIogy,
the Chenery Trophy Room, the Lincoln
Room, and the Hbrary, amOng Other
things, and these we were able to see
for ourselves, the growth of the Uni-
VerSity.
Our reunion was saddened by the re-
membrance of five members, Who had
PaSSed away in the preceding year, but
they hve in our memories as dear and
loyal members of the class.
Present were: Esther Dodge, Grace
Pearson, EIoise Crocker, Viola Day, Eliz-
abeth Clarke, Mary Holden, Elizabeth
Jewell, Annie Chase, Emma Ripley, Lil-
1ian Wilkins, and her sister Mrs. Wilkins,
a guest.
Messages of greeting were read from
Lilian Marr, Willard Shattuck, Anna
Brooks Wyco任, Ethel Britton Perry, Flo-
rence Wescott, Lena GIover, Ella Chase
Cottle’FIorence Eveleth Roper, Cecil H.
Marble, and Winifred Russell Thurber.
Ehzabeth Putnam Clarke gave us news
Of Grace Ward Lofberg and Annie Chase
told us that she had had a telephone con-
VerSation with Marion Chadboume Saw-
yer, Whose health did not pemit her to
Lena GIover reported the serious i11-
ness of Bertha Crocker Merrill, Who was
improving at last reports.
Mr. Hurd wrote that he was moving
to Califomia on June l, 1950.
At the Christmas∴SeaSOn, 1949, Lilian
Wilkins presented a cari11on to the Con-
gregational Church in Lynnfield, Massa-
chusetts, in memory of her sister Sarah
EIsie Wilkins, Who had been a devoted
member of the church.
Viola M. Day, Secretarg
MAUDE HOWE PHELPS, A.B∴97
“And there is high adventure in the
knowing
Beyond this hour, this life - the on置
ward going.’’
This last Spfing, in the Easter Season,
MAUDE (HOWE) PHELPS passed on.
That last word is one that cannot be real
When applied to such a vital personality.
Her interests were more varied than those
Of any other person I have ever known.
She loved her garden, Wild　丑owers,
birds, 01d houses and old glass, yOung
people, and new ideas, her home, her
family, her church, her community, and
her friends. As I picture her now I al-
WayS See her in her garden, bending to
her roses. From her coIIege days, English
literature工anguages and philosophy were
her joy. Her scholarship was outstand-
ing. Her home was ideal. Her husband,
a Harvard graduate, Shared with her
many of her quests for wild flowers and
birds and trees.
In her church, Which she loved, She
was a willing and e鯖cient worker in the
Girls’ FriendIy Society, the Red Cross
Chapter or wherever she was needed.
Her daughter and her daughter’s fam-
ily always found in her a ready and
Sympathetic helper, and her pride in her
two grandsons was a joy to watch. In
her community she was active in all civic
undertakings; the Garden Club, the bird
room for the children, and whatever
needed to be done.
Her capacity for friendship was un-
bounded and to each friend she gave her-
Self. The following lines by Ethel Mc-
Kenzie might have been wri壮en of her
Or by her:
“My Friends!
O, let me sing in gratitude and praise
For all the lovely souls that passed my
Way,
The thoughts exchanged, the dreams,
the ideals shared,
The word of cheer when all the world
WaS gray.




Holding their banners high! Then let
me 〕0m
With pride and happiness the moving
throng
Of dear humanity who share with me
This privilege of earth and sky and
Sea,
For one faint cIoud whisp in the void
of Time.
My fellowmen! Give me your hands!
On! On!
We march together to the shining
dawn.’’
bg E. D. Shelton
1900
C.L.A.
The Reverend W. J. ATKINSON of
Litc舶eld, Michigan, WaS unable to make
the 50 year reunion, June 3, 1950, but
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正nstead sent his daughter, Beth Atkinson
Simpson, tO B.U.,, While she visited Bos-
ton to take a tour of the campus and re-
port to him. The result-She visited
Marsh Chapel and the SchooI of TheoL
Ogy and was very impressed.
1901
C.L.A.
Mrs. DAVID D・ NICKERSON,
Sec γe‡arγ
208 Rock Island Road
Quincy, Massachusetts
YoⅢr Next CIass Reunion June 9, 1951
C.P.E.S.
Mrs. HARRIET T. NELSON? Secre加rγ
Holmes Hotel
HiaIeah, FIorida
YouI. Next Class Reunion June 9, 195工
1 9O4
C.L.A.




Miss RUBY J. COLE, Secre加ry
36 Sycamore Street
Roslindale, Massachuse壮S
Your Next Class Reun王on June 9, I951
C.P.E.S.
Miss ANNA L. MUZZEY? Secr助orγ
14 Glenn Road Ext.
Lexington 73, Massachuse壮S
Your Next CIass Reunion June 9, 1951
1911
C.L.A.
AL賞CE C・ TAYLOR? Secre心αrγ
9 Ware Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Your Next CIass Reunion June 9, 1951
C.P.E.S.
Mrs. HORACE P. ABBOTT● Secre章αry
44 Larchmont Road
Melrose, Massachusetts




Saturday, June 3, a Small group of
1913ers met for a delicious luncheon at
39 Newbury Street. Present were Brenton
and Edna Lutz, Hortense Harris, Mary
S. Garrity, Harriet Stone, Ruth Hatch,
Louise A. Frye, Mildred Metcalf, Helen
Porter, Mildred Whittemore, Lilian B.
Rinks, and Marjorie Bailey. After lunch
a工l but Lilian, Helen, and Mildred Whiト
temore traveled up to the University to
Participate in the a賞umni activi瞳es of a
beautifuI day, and to hold a brief busi_
ness meeting in Room 412, C.L.A.
At three o’c量ock the business meeting
WaS Called to order by the class president,
Dr. Lutz. Secretary’s report of the 1949
meeting at Hotel Monponsett u楓S read
and accepted. In absence of the treas_
urer, Katherine Hi皿ker, Who was work-
ing on the hospitality committee for the
Exhibit of Art Treasures reeently given
to the University by Mrs. Chenery, Dr.
Lutz read her report, Which was∴aP-
PrOVed. Balance on hand of $64.62 indi-
cates the need of an assessment of dues
for next year’s reunion.
Under the head of new business, the
Class recorded an enthusiastic and appre-
ciative vote of thanks to Hortense Harris
for her arduous and painstaking work in
edi瞳ng血e booklet so excellent]y. It was
VOted that her typist, Helen Hood, be
Suitably recompensed. It was agreed
that the s∞retary Should distiribute the
booklets to class members and our former
PrOfessors, honored in the dedication.
Since血e cost of printing and mailing
the booklet is draining our resources, the
treasurer would be glad to receive one
dollar and a ha工f from any who did not
Original量y subscribe.
The class voted to accept for next
year’s reunion the hospitable standing
invitation of Mary Schindler to retum to
Hotel Monponsett, if it is convenient for
her to have us at that瞳me. Harriet Stone
WaS aPpOinted chairman for 1951.
There being no further business, the
meeting was adjoumed that we might
visit the Chenery Treasures and enjoy the
tea.
Greetings and regrets for unavoidab置e
absences were received from Lewis Brig-
ham, Mary Schindler, Grace Studley, LiI重
Han Lane, EIsie Wells, Mildred Wood-
Sum, Eva Brown, Marion蹄arlow, Mar回
jorie Holden, Elizabeth Hoyt, Grace
Lawrence, Clara Macomber, Ru也Bart-
lett, Ruby Stevens, and Beth Partridge.
Ruth Bartlett wrote us that she is now
instructor in EngHsh in East Las Angeles
Junior College. The history text of which
She is co置author is just being printed. She
and her mo血er enjoyed a trip to Hawaii
early in血e summer. Our heartiest con-
gratulations on her achievements.
During the aftemoon we enjoyed see-
ing the magnificent Chenery collection,
revisiting the chapel to rejoice in曲e
量ovely windows, Carving§章and瓜e bene-
diction of its admosphere of peace, and
Sharing血e indoor and outdoor events of
a successful Alunni Day.
J. MARJORIE BAILEY, Secγetaダリ
1914
C.L.A.





Mrs. DANIEL J. MURPHY, Seeγeきaγy
9 Wo皿ngton Drive
Westmoreland Hi11s, Maryland
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
C.P.E.S.




Your Next CIass Rcuni①n J皿ne 9, 19-軸
1921
C.鯵.A.
Miss DOROTHY W重LIÅRD, Secre,aγy
79 Whit瞳er Road
Needham, Massaehusetts
Your Next C置ass Reun壬om June 9, 1951
C.L.A.
Mis. HENRY J. WEBB, Secret,αγy
69 Pleasant Street
Franklin, Massachusetts
Your Next Cl租ss Reunion June 9, 1951
C.P.E.S.
Mrs. WILLIAM J. BROWNING,
Sec re ‡a rγ
134 North Center Street
Merchantville, New Jersey
Your Next CIass Reuniom J皿ne 9, 1951
1923
C.B.A.
The Reverend CHARLES F. BROOKS,
director of the counseling center at Grace
Church, Providence, Rhode Island, has
been appointed dean of the Cathedral of
St. John by the Rt. Rev. Granville G.
Bennett, D.D., Episcopal Bishop of Rhode
Is血nd.
C.L.A.
The Reverend Dr. FRANK L. PIZZU_
TO has been appointed pastor of血e
Methodist Church of Our Saviour in
South Boston. For 21 years he was pastor
of St. Paul’s Methodist Church in East
Boston. He has taught Italian and other
languages in various ins址utions and at










HELEN DAVIDSON EDISON took a
trip last year to Italy, France, Switzer-
land, and Eng量and. She has a son who
married last June, 1949, and who is now
working for the E.C.A. (Marshall Plan)
in Copenhagen, Denmark.
VELMÅ　SWEET GOODMAN writes
that she has one son in junior high and
One in the first year of high school. She
tock a trip last winter to Chicago and








Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
$0
C.L.A.
Mrs. JAMES L. TYSON, Secre書αry
Rip Van Winkle Way
Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts
Your Next C重ass Rennion June 9, 1951
C.P.E.S.
M工ss LILLIAN WEBBER, Secre細ry
349 Pleasant Street
Malden, Mas§aChusetts
YoⅦI. Next C重ass Reunion June 9, 1951
P.A.L.
Mis. P旺ILIP WELCH, Secre書昭γ
1999 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts
Your Next Class Re皿nion June 9, 19軸
Soc香α管Wo手島




Your Next CI純s Rennion June 9, 19呂工
1927
C.B.A.
LELAND C. MILLER of Needham
has been named an assi§tant Vice-PreSi-
dent of Liberty Mutual Life Iusurance
Company. Mr. Miller is ndanagerial h∽d
Of the ∞mPany’s personal Hnes under-
writing department.
P.A.L.
Mrs. MARY COBB CHUTE of Provi_
dence, Rhode Island, has been appointed
director of the Katherine Gibbs School in
Providence. She has been a member of
the Katherine Gibbs organiza憧on for the
PaSt ten yearS, SerVing on也e faculties of
血e New York, Boston and Pr⑱viden∞
SChook, and for the past five years has
Supervised the technical training deparト
ment of the school in Providence.
1929
Gγαd榔a書e
MARY E. GORD⑱N of Fort Wayne,
Indiana, has been for the past tw⑱ yearS
WOrking as a case worker on曲e sta任of
the Family and鋤ildren’s service, Inc.,
a Community Chest agency.
WILLRAM DREM GOULD, PrOfessor
Of philosophy and religion at Dickin-
SOn College, Car固e, Pennsy工vahia, WaS
eIected President of the Gommi§st⑱n Of
Professors of Re撞gion at a recent meeting




Miss DOROTHY M. ANDERSON,
head of the social studies department at
Belmont High schoo冒since 1943, WaS
elected dean of girls for the school year
1950-5l, at the Senior High School in
Belmont.
P.A.L。









Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
C.L.A.
Mr. HOWÅRD Å. SMITH, Secγ助αry
208 Churchill’s Lane
Milton, Massachusetts
Your Next C工ass Reumion June 9, 1951
C.P.E.S.
Mrs. ARTHUR OAKMAN, Secre arγ
エ14 Powers Sむeet
Needham, Massachusetts
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
P.A.L.
Mins. CIARA P. LEWIS, Secre書arγ
Box 24
Harding, Massachusetts
Yo皿r Ncx章C量種88 Rc皿調io皿J調皿e 9, 1951




ELEANOR MARCH MOODY of Mel-
rose has been el∞ted a vice-President of
the Massachu§ettS Bar Association when
血e organization held its annual meeting
at血e May丑ower hotel in Plymouth. She
is吐e only woman ever to have been
elected to any o餓ce of血e association and
this is her fourth successive election.
1934
Ed靴Cα枕のn
Miss ESTHER M. GRANDSTROM of
Manchester, Connecticut, has been ap農




Major FRANCIS X. KELLY of East
Weymouth, adjutant and executive o岱cer
of the New England re餅曲ing district
Since September 1949, has been trans-
ferred to headquarters of the Far East
Command at Yokohama, Japan. He is
married to the former Alberta Richmond
Of East Weymou也.
EDWARD F. PARTHUM, Jr., Of Law-
rence has been elected head of the com_
mercial department of Lawrence High
sch○○l.
Grαd耽αめ





Mrs. JOHN J. DONNE賞LY, Secre‡αrγ
Reeds Ferry
New Hampshire
Your Next CIass Reunion June 9, 1951
C.L.A.
Mrs. E. ALDEN ER量KSSON, Secγeめry
170 Summit Avenue
Wollaston 70, Massachusetts
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
C.P.E.S.
Mrs. IRVING KOHRS, Secretlαry
60 Brookline Avenue
Westfield, M assachusetts
Yo皿r Next CIass Reunion June 9, 1951
E.C.C.
Lt. Col. JAMES H. WEINER of Glen
Oaks VAllage, Long Island, has been ap-
pointed as Chief, Communica瞳ous Sys-
tem Division, Directorate of Communica-
tious and Electronics, Continental Air
Command, Mitchell Air Force Base, New
York.
Hd事′Cα虎o n
Miss MARIVA L. BRUCE of Reading
has been appointed to the new position of
remedial instructor in the elementary
schooIs in Foxboro.
PHILIP H. JOHNSON, Jr., Of Milton
has been elected principal of the Sudbury
High school.
MILTON H. NELSON of Nahant has
been appointed by the Nahant SchooI
Committee as superintendent of schooIs
亡here.
Mrs. MARY STACKNIS PREBLE of
Auburn, Maine, WaS reCently awarded
the degree Master of Arts at the June 9,
1950　commencement exercises of State




M壷. CHA取LES H. ILEY, Secreめrγ




KATHERINE E. RYAN, Secre脚y
502 Belmont Street
Watertown, Ma§SaChusetts
Your Next CIass Reunion June 9, 1951
1937
C.鯵.A.
STEWART BAILEY, an aCtive皿em-
ber of血e Boston University CIub of
Springfield, reCently moved to Dallas,
Texas, Where he has been appointed
manager of the Dallas o餓ce of血e Gen-
eral Accident Fire & Life Assurance Cor_
POration, Ltd.
Ed枇Cα虎の耽
LAWRENCE M. FURBUSH, Jr., is
now associated with血e New England
Mutual Life In§uranCe Company as a斑e
underwriter in Gorham, Maine. He was
a fomer school teacher and principal.
1938
C.L.A.
Dr. and Mr§. ROBERT A. BRUCE
(ELEANOR M. HINCKLEY) have an-
nounced the birth of their吐血d c聞d, a
SOn, Peter MacIntyre Bruce, On August 9,
1950, in Rochester, New York. In Sep-
tember Dr。 and Mrs. Bruce moved to
Seattle, Washington, Where Dr. Bmce
will be chief cardiologist at the Uriversity
Of Washington SchooI of Medicine.
Ed耽Cα虎のn
MARGUER五TE S. FRIERSON recent_
1y received a doctor of p蘭osophy degrec
from Ohio State Univer§ity, Columbus,
Ohio.
Grαd職a柁
FRANCIS M. CURRAN, aSSistant
manager of Cushing Veterans’Adminis-
tration Hospital, Framingham, has been
appointed assistant manager of the Vet置
erans’Administration Hospital in Canan-
daigua, New York. He has been with the
Veterans Administration since 1946, and
at cushing as an executive o鯖cer since
1947.
FRANCIS E. KORN, Jr., Of Durham,
Comecticut, reCently received his Doctor
of Medicine from New York Medical CoL
1ege, New York City.




STANLEY N. LANGENTHAL is sales
manager for the Maxson Food Stores in
Watertown.
C.L.A.
Dr. HOWARD K. MOORE of Lynn
has been promoted from an instructor to
an assistant professor of English at Clark
University in Worcester. He was fomer-
1y an assistant and teaching fellow in
English at Boston University’and was
appointed to the Clark faculty in 1946`
He is married to　血e former Eleanor
Louise Davis of Lynn.
1940
E.C.C.
Major ROBERT DOW is performing a
vital part in the United States Amed
F。rCeS’e鮪ort to assist the United Nations
in restoring peace to Korea. Formerly
stationed with the Thirteenth Air Force
at clark Air Force Base in the Philip-
pines as commanding o餓cer of a fighter
bomber squadron, he is now assigned to
one 。f the Far East Air Force’s bases to
aid in the accomplishment of the U.So
Air Force,s mission。 Major Dow began
his mihtary career in 1940, and prior to
his departure for duty to the Phi追ppines
in October of 1948, SerVed at Gunter and
Maxwell Air Force bases in Alabama’
shaw Air Force Base, South Caroh調a,
and Randolph Air Force Base, Texas. He
is a native of Braintree, Massachusetts.
P.A.L.




REUNION NEWS FROM THE
CLASS OF ’40 ‘
pHYLLIS GERMAIN GREEN has
moved to East Bridgewater, Where she,
her husband and little girl, Nancy, 1ive in
a house that dates back to 1747. The
Greens Iove it!
ELEANOR TAMUL BAHLERT, her
husband and daughter, Dorothy Lynn,
are now living in Dover, New Jersey・
DORIS CARLSON DALY lives in Ber-
muda with her husband, Who is in the
U.S。 Navy, and two children; Donald’
six, and Judy, three.
MARJORIE WARD LIVESEY and her
husband maintain a “sideline” business of
growing租owers. They live in Lawrence
and have a daughter, Barbara.
RHODA STRONG BUTTRICK hves
in Lymfield and recently gave birth to
her third daughter.
ELEANOR DeFUSCO .  . (don’t
have her married name) lives in Law-
rence and has a thirteen month old
daughter.
OLGA KIRSLIS is a law o鯖ce secre-
tary and has traveled a great deal in the
past few years. She is now studying
DORIS BEAN BARRY has two sons
and is now living in Braintree"
VIRGINIA SULLIVAN PREDMORE
is now living in New York City∴
DIANA MISHARA KRISSES also hves
in New York City and has a son eight
months old.
The news that fo11ows is about the
members of our class that were present
at our reunion, June 3rd・
CYNTHIA GREENGLASS GOLD-
BERG lives in Winthrop and has a son,
four, and a daughter, eight.
MILDRED BLOCK BALER lives in
Brookline and has a son, three.
HELEN WILLIAMSEN sti11 1ives in
West Roxbury and is empIoyed as a sec-
工“et ary.
JANET BORNHOFFT BABB lives in
Concord and has two daughters, four and
five respectively。
FRANCES ROOD RUTSTEIN lives
in Chelsea and has a son, five, and a
dと…ghter, three.
ANGELINE CHAKALIS ANAGNO-
SON lives in Belmont and has two sons,
four and threeき
LUCILLE BEAULIEU GILCREAST
is now living in Malden.
HELEN WIRTAN丑N lives in West
Bamstable and is a secretary. She was a
legal stenographer for two and one-haIf
years in Portland, Oregon, and廿aveled
across country once by auto, OnCe by
pIane, and twice by traine
CECELIA McCARTHY MURPHY
lives in Mi11is and has a child three and
one克alf years old.
PHYLLIS CRAFTS McFEE lives in
Belmont and has two daughters, SeVen
and four.
田DITH ROSE PRESSMAN lives in
Milford and was recently appointed head
of the Commercial Department in Frank-
1in.
vERNA CARBONE lives in Bradford
and teaches.
KATHERINE DURKEE SIBLEY lives
in Ashby and has a son one year old・
YOLANDE LALIBERTE lives in Fa11
River and teaches.
EILEEN C. MURPHY lives in Somer-
vi11e and has three children.
CATHERINE STONE MELBYE lives
32
in City Mi11s, Massachusetts’and has a
child, tWO.
VIOLET MACLEAN ABRAHAMSON
lives in Brockton and has two children,
three and one-half and one and one-haIf.
DOROTHY NEEL BENNETT lives in
Saugus and has two sons.
ELIZABETH MOWER RIBAUDO has
recently moved to Cambridge and is
teaching at P.A.L.
RUTH COHEN SHAPIRO lives in
Lynn and has one son, three. She is
employed as a confidential secretary.
CATHERINE JENNINGS BREEN
lives in South Boston and has recently
given birth to a son.
THELMA BENJAMIN FINN hves in
Brockton and has three children, a boy,
five, a girl, three and a girl, three months.







Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
C.L.A.
Miss BESSIE ARGUS, Secγe競ry
29 Bartlett Crescent
Brookline, M assachusetts
Your Next Class Reuniom June 9, 1951
Dr. MELVIN K. LYONS, $ee Med∴43.
C.P.E.S.
. Mrs. HE,NES, Secre競ry
29 Bartlett Crescent
Brookline, Massachusetts
Your Next CIass Reunion June 9, 1951
Ed榔Cα訪0れ
Mr. WALTER RUDZIAK, Secre書のry
Waveham Street
Middleboro, M assachusetts
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
Dr. FREDERICK A. MEIER of Whit-
man, dean of men and professor of sci-
ence at Bridgewater Teachers College’
recently received the degree of doctor of
health in health education at commence-
ment exercises of Indiana University.
Lieut. Commander WILLRAM F.
NOLAN, a Lynn teacher, has been named
by the First Naval District Selection
Board as commanding o餓cer of Division
l_20 of the Naval Reserve Training Cen-
ter in Lynn.
相調Sきc
Mrs. DONALD GI量LESPIE, Secret(αry
1884 Massachusetts Avenue
Lexington, Massachusetts
Y。ur Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
P.A.L.
Mrs. HECTOR WATSON, Sec富e紬rγ
20 George Street
Medford, Massachusetts
Y。ur Next Class Reunion June 9, 195l
ユ942
C.B.A.
JAMES D・ LYMAN, eXeCutive secre-
tary of the Virginia Junior Chamber of
Commerce, has resigned his post to ac-
CePt a POSi宜on as education specialist at
Fort Lee, Virginia.
C.且.A.
A teacher of French and Spanish
THOMAS J. CLOHESY of East Boston,
Who has been engaged as an interpreter
in the Port of Boston, has been named
language teacher in Dalton High school.
He will assume his duties this fall.
Ed榔Ca虎on
ARTHUR P. BIXBY, SuPerintendent of
SChooIs at West Boy宣ston, Connecticut,
has been appointed superintenden七　of
rural education in the Putnam ( Connecti-
Cut) area for the State Department of
Education. Mr. Bixby will be responsible
for supervisory service to schooIs in Ash-
ford, Canterbury, Chaplain, Eastford,
Pomfret, Sterling and Putnam.
FREDERICK J. WELCH, aSSistant
Principal of the Millis Consolidated
schoo量s recently resigned to a6cept a posi-




Miss Dorothy Thayer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond L. Thayer of Dorches置
ter, WaS married on June 24, 1950 to Mr.
ROBERT W. MITCHELL in Hingham,
Massachusetts. Mr. Mitchell is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. R. Herbert Mitchell of Dor_
ches ter.
C.L.A.




been appointed head baseball coach and
wi11 assist in coaching football at Derby
High school in Ansonia, Connecticut.
Grad棚の書e
Miss ADELE L. YOUNIS of Fall
River, PrOfessor of English literature at
Bryant College, Providence, Rhode Is-
1and, reCently sailed from New York
aboard the動e青er for Europe and the
Near East. Miss, Who will visit rela瞳ves
in Beirut, Lebanon, and BIoudane, Syria,
Plans to attend the Intemational Federa-
tion of University Women convention in
Basle, Switzerland. She is corresponding
SeCretary for the Fall River Branch of the




Miss PHYI.I」IS MITCHELL, Secre細r)′
P.0.Box工
North Cohasset, Massachusetts
RUSSELL EVANS BLUNT of An_
dover ha§ aCCepted the position as Direc-
tor of Athletics and Head Coach for the
1950-5l school year at St. Paul’s po宣y-
technic Institute, Lawrenceville, Virginia.
Rabbi JOSEPH LIBERIES, director
of educa宜on of the Salem Hebrew school
for the past four years, has been e宣ected
part一正me rabbi of Temple Immanuel in
Lowe11. He will perfom his duties in
Lowell in addition to his work in Salem
for the next school term.
N事寄r$寄書略
Miss ELEANOR A. EMERSON of
Lawrence has accepted a new position
as assistant director of nurses at Salem
Hospital, Salem. For the las七five years
Miss Emerson has been teaching nursing
arts at the Brockton Hospital, Brockton,




Mr. and Mrs. ALBERT J. LIEBER-
MAN recently announced the birth of
a baby boy, Richard Milton, bom May 7,
1950.
Capt. CHARLES E. PREBLE, Jr., Of
Malden has been promoted to the per-
manent rank of Captain of Infantry in the
Regular Amy. He is presently under-
going a six months’pilot traiIring course
at Comally Air Force Base, Texas, Which






JOHN WOODLANPクformerly of Mel-
rose, has been appointed as assistant pro-
fessor to the BioIogy Department of











RAYMOND F. COOK of Belmont has
been named principal of the Emerson
School in Newton Upper Falls.
Grad棚aめ
Dr. HANS APEL has been appointed
as professor and chairman of the Depart-
ment of Economics at the University of
Bridgeport, Bridgeport, Comecticut. Dr.
Apel is a graduate of the University of
Berlin and received his Ph.D. from Bos-
ton University. He was an executive for
20 years in Germany and was head of a
major German corporation a=he age of
40. After coming to the United States, he
became general manager of a plastics
manufacturing concem. In 1942 he wrote











in the magazine, “Social Research,’’and
in 1943 became a lecturer in the Army
Civil A紐airs Training School at Boston




Miss MINNA GOLDEN, Secre細rγ
1 135 Commonwealth Avenue
Brighton, Massachusetts
Your Next CIass Reunion June 9, 1951
C.L.A.
GREGORY FITZGERALD of Cam_
bridge has been named to iustruct in
junior high and senior high English at






Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
Miss RUTH BASSLER, registered
Physical血erapist, Of Attleboro, has been
WOrking in Fond du Lac, Wiscousin,
Organizing a treatment center for crippled
Children. Miss Bassler was assigned to
Fond du Lac in the fall of 1948 by the
Na債onal Foundation for Infantile Paraly-
Sis on an emergency polio epidemic. It
WaS tO be only a temporary assignment
but血e community has no permanent
Physical也erapist or facilities for treat-
ment of these children so she was asked
to stay in order to build up a program.
She was then hired by the local beard
Of education and the Wiscousin Crippled
Chi胞ren’s bureau and given a room in
a school to carry on treatments。 Since
then the program has progressed rapidly
and the treatment center now occupies
three rooms - One COntains a Hubbard
tub for water treatment - anOther room
has two exercise table§　and the main
room is occupied by sp∞ial equipment.
E.C.C.
Miss HELEN E. NELSON, Secre細ry
88 Pine Street
Lowell, Massachusetts
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
Ed棚Cα房on
Miss ANN M. NARDONE, Secre地γy
235 Pearl Street
Newton, Massachusetts
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
MERRILL W. BUTLER of Hyamis
WaS reCently el∞ted principal of the
McEIwain School there.
Miss MARIE COTE of Worcester re_
cently returned home for a month’s visit
before retuming to Japan. She is a civil輸
ian teacher of the children of Eighth
Army o∞upation troops. The fathers of
her last crop of pupils at Camp Drew,
and American Army base on the Japan-
ese coast 55 miles north of Tokyo, are
among those recently sent into Korean
COn批ct, She stated・ Her duties in Japan
are identical to the work she performed
in the American zone of Germany from
1946 to 1948. There too she was classi.
fied as a “D.A.C.”-a Department o豊
the Army Civilian. While not actuauy
in service, Miss Cote and a nunber o壬
other teachers take their orders from the
Army Depar血nent and are trausferred to
American occupation points through the
world from宜me to time.
G手のd棚αきe
Mrs. LEE S. PACKER, Sec「e ary
54 Westmore Road
Mattapan 26, Massachusetts
Your Nex章C膿鎚恥c町皿io皿Ju鵬e 9, 1951
First Lieutgnant JORDAN D. FIORE
of Taunton lS at Fort Hamilton, New
York, On a tOur Of training with the New
York Port of Embarkation. He is an in輸
StruCtOr in English at Rhode Island State
C ollege.
JOHN WOODLAND, See C.L.A.’45.
碑耽$香c
Miss NATA書鳥E E. KERWIN, Secre‡αrγ
31 Fort Street
Fairhaven, M assachusetts
Your Next C賞ass Reunion June 9, 1951
N脚・§寄れg
Miss LOIVE LYDIA NELSON, long
associated with the New England Dea-
coness Hospital and a graduate of the
schoo宣of hursing there, WaS named super-
intendent of nurses and principal of血e
schooI of nursing of the New Enghnd
Deaconess Ho§Pital. She assumed her
duties in September.
P.A.L.




Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
S○○きα管Wのr鳥




Your Next Class Reunion J皿ne 9, 1951
1947
C.B.A.
WILLIAM E. GREENER, Jr., Of Ded-
ham was r∞ently awarded the degr∞ Of
master in public administration (city
management) at Harvard University,
Cambridge.
Ed棚Ca虎0れ
EDWARD J. BURKE, PrOfessor of
English at the University of Scranton in
Pennsylvania, has been notified that his
PrOSe WOrk, “The Phght of the World;’
wi11 appear in the forthcoming publica-
tion, ``Mid-Century AnthoIogy of Prose
and Poetry:’ professor Burke was noti-
fied by Robert Shaw-Wilson, editor of
34
the 20th Century Press: “From approxi-
mately lO,000 pieces of work that we
have r∞eived from all over也e country,
yours has been chosen as representative
Of the trend of contemporary pro$e and
POetry:’ He is married to the former




DANIEL J. COURTNEY, $ee Ed。’49・
WILLIAM J. DEYERMOND of Law-
rence, Who has been associated with血e
Scott Jewelry Co., for the past four years,
has been promoted to assistant manager
Of the Lawrence Scott Jewelry Store・ He
is married to the fomer Marion L. Quin-
1an, and they have a son, Wihiam M.
NATHAN WALD r∞ently passed the
state examina憤on for certified pubRc ac-
countant. He is currently emp書oyed as
an intemal revenue agent by the Bureau
of Intemal Revenue.
C.L.A.
MERRILL COHEN of Brookline was
one of six Massachusetts residents
awarded fellowships and schola購hip§ at
the University of Chicago. Mr. Cohen
will study for a doctor of philosophy de-
gree in chemistry on a Shell felIowship.
EDWARD B. DANIELS of Salem was
among址ose students to receive瓜e de-
gree of master of science during re∞nt
commencement exercises at Simmons Col-
lege. He r∞eived the degree in hbrary
SClenCe.
C。P.E.S.
INGAMAY L. MAGNUSON of Spring-
fie量d has been appointed tcacher of physi-
cal education by the Springfield schooI
commitee. She has taught for two years
in Cincimati, Ohio. She is∴a native of
S pringfi eld 〇
倍d榔Cα虎0れ
MⅡ」TON H. NELSON,彬e Ed.’36.
LAWRENCE E. RANDALL of Fram-
ingham has been appointed蛙rst iustruc・
tor in g∞graPhy at Colby Co皿ege, Water-
vi11e, Maine. Mr. Randall is married to
the former Clara Romer of Leeuwarden,
H blland.
Grα虎事l a轟e
PHILIP H. JOHNSON, Jr., See Ed・’86・
N榔γ$夢瑠
Miss MARGUERITE HASTINGS of
Newton Lower Falls has been appointed
director of nursing service and principal
of the Henry Bishop Memorial Training
School for Nurses at Pittsfield General
H ospital.
The New England Home for Little
Wanderers has named as its new agent
in Sp正ngfield, Miss GERTRUDE AHCE
CHAMBERLAIN of Springfie贈, a soCial
worker for 17 years. She will be in charge
of, amOng Other duties, the placement of
Children in foster homes.
19名9
C.L.A.
FRANCIS L. McGRATH, Jr., Of Bos-
ton has been appointed to teach social
studies and coach sports at Richards
Juhior High school in Newport, New
Hampshire. He is married and has two
ch王ldren.
PAUL MITCHELL of Holbrook has
been appointed to the teaching sta群Sum-
ner High school by the Holbrook schoo賞
COmmittee.
PHILIP KARL PEHDA of Roxbury
has been elected as teacher of English
in Rockport High school.
Ed棚Cαききo n
DOROTHY M. ANDERSON, $ee
C.L.A.’80。
PRISCILLA A. BARROW　(Mrs.
Allen R. Jr.) is now. working as a denta]
hygienist in DamarlSCOtta, Maine.
DANIEL J. COURTNEY of Newton
Highlands has been appointed to the
posi宜on of Guidance Dir∞tOr in the
Rockland ( Massachusetts¥) schoo]s for the
year 1950-5l.
GEORGE RAMACORTI and his wife,
Helen, Of Braintree became the proud
parents of a baby girl on March 27, 1950.
The new addition to the Ramacorti house-
hold has been named E皿en Louise. Mr.
Ramacorti was the first winner of the
George V. Brown Memorial Award in
1948 and is now a teacher-COaCh in the
Brockton SchooI System.
Grad耽aきe
WILBUR FISKE NOYES 3rd of Con_
cord has置光en awarded a research fe皿ow-
ship from the National Cancer Institute
of the NationaI Iustitutes of Health for
research in cancer at Harvard Medical
Schoo嶋Department of BacterioIogy and
ImmunoIogy.
ROBERT E. SMOLKER of Watertown
has been awarded a fellowship at the
University of Chicago, Where he will
Study for a doctor of philosophy degree
in zoo霊ogy on a Chicago Natural History
Museum fellowship.
相関S香c
MARY BERGER of North Market,
Kansas, Ieft Seattle, Washington, reCently
for Japan, Where she will be musical and
recreational dir∞tOr for the army forces.
She sailed on the navy ship U. S. S.
“Shanks’’for a two year tour of duty.
THOMAS H. HILL of Taunton has
been elected as head of the music depart-
ment and director of band and orchestra
in the senior high school at Bangor,
Maine. He will supervise all the music
PrOgramS in the schooIs of the city, WOrk-
ing with the supervisors and teachers of
music in the elementary and junior high
sch○○聴.
B思HIND THE SC題NES AT WNAC・TV - Here 1砂e See SO肋e Bo餌のれU耽れersわγ
grαd榔α書es ge掘れg reαdy /or α t訪eofsわれs九o調のt WNAC-TV. T九ey are he/"の
r王g加; G○○rge Hαllberg, Meγ訪and議事喝Depαr書肋eれちCBA, ’30; Jα肋eS A. P溝e,
(あれeαdp九o耽憐), F棚肋Dみ鎌的r, GC, ,47; Mαγ鳥S.鰹のびeれ, F楊柳Ed枕の巧働‡AD,
’49; α職d Jeα肋e Tdb〇年P訪れわれらかrのd融きoれ00空撮7巧SP代GRAD, ’49・
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PAUL BURSTIN, aCtivities director
and principal of the Hebrew school at
the Jewish Community Center for the
PaSt four years, r∞ently left Quincy to
become educational director of the
Temple Israel Center in White Plains,
New York.
Sooき働W〇㌢鬼
PEARL E. NANSCAWEN, formerly
of Needham, is now living in Mint Hi11,
Ma枕hews, Nor吐Carolina. She started
work in September as social service
worker in the Social Service Department




HENRY O. ROSE of Beverly, Who has
been associated with the A. C. Lawrence
Leather Co., in Peabody for the last three
years, is presently employed in their in-
dustrial relations department.
C.L.A.
JACK H. SHAPIRO, Secγe如ry
ll Taylor Street
S augus, Massachusetts
Your C量ass Has Its FIRST Reunion,
J皿調e 9, 19島1
35
MARJORIE RADCLIFFE of Plym-
outh has been elected to teach mathe_
matics at Durham Center school, Dur-
ham, New Hampshire.
Miss ELEANOR STANDLEY of Bev_
erIy has been appointed to the faculty of
the Norwell schooIs. She will teach the
fifth grade.
VINCENT WALLEN of Brockton has
successfuIly completed the USAF ROTC
summer camp in adminis廿ation and logis-
tics at Stewart A王r Base Camp in New-
burgh, New York. He received his com-
mission as a s∞Ond lieutenant, USAFR.
C.P.E.S.
Miss CAROLYN BARTLETT of
Springfield has been appointed as physi-
cal educa也on instructor for girls by the
Holbrook schooI committee.
Miss GWYNIVERE I. GELDART has
been appointed a teacher in the Chelsea
schods.
BARBARA F. MOORE of Cambria
Heights, Jamaica, New York, has been
appointed to the sta鮮of the Virginia
State School for the Blind and Deaf at
Staunton, Virginia. She will serve as an
instructor of health and physical educa-
don.
Miss GLADYS SMITH of Merchant-
ville, New Jer§ey, has been appointed to
the facu量ty of Colby Junior College in
Newport, New Hampshire. She will be
teacher in physical educa宜on.
Ed棚Ca梯0れ
ALFRED R. BARRIOS of Worcester,
principal of North Grafton grammar
school for the past two years, WaS re-
cently called back into the amed service.
He spent three years in the Army Air
Corps as a pilot on a Flying Fortress in
the European Theater of Opera蹟ons and
also as a pilot in the Air Transport
Command.
RALPH (Ike) BEVINS has been ap-
pointed an assistant in the physical edu-
cation department of Arlington High
school.
ROBERT W. BOWMAN of Avon has
been elected teacher of the餅th grade at
the Littlefield school there.
CHRISTOPHER P. BRADY of Salem
has been selected teacher and football
coach of Stoughton High school. He is
married to the former Ida McCourt of
Salem. They have two children, Mary
Am and Chris, Jr.
BERTRAM D. FECTEAU of Lynn
has been appointed to the faculty of
Amesbury High school.
STANLEY A. GAY of Stoneham has
been appointed as the new principal of
the Roland Green school in Mansfield.
A scholarship has been awarded to
BARBARA MASON of Boston, Who is
planning to enter Harvard School of Pub-
1ic Health for graduate work.
JOHN O’NEILL of Worcester has
been appointed director of physical edu置
cation of the Nantucket SchooIs.
ROBERT F. PERRY recently assumed
his duties as physical director of the
Attleboro YMCA.
Gγαd勘a彊
A new instructor of Spanish, ILENE
E. AVERY of Lymfield, has been ap-
pointed to the faculty of Bates College
in Lewiston, Maine.
JORDAN D. FIORE, See Grad・’46・
PAUL MITCHELL, See C.L.A.’49.
」附棚S香c
PAUL L. GAYZAGIAN of Roslindale
was recently appointed music supervisor
in the Somerset schooI system.
N耽r§寄れg
HELEN T. GIVEIES of Nashville,
Tennessee, reCently accepted a posi畦on
as instructor in Orthopedics at Vander-
bilt University, School of Nursing there.
P.A.L.
Connecticut Lions at their state con-
vention held in Groton recently selected
Miss BARBARA JEAN KNELL of Meri-
den, Connecticut, aS queen tO repreSent
Connecticut Lionism at the international
conven丘on in Chicago, Illinois.
VIRGINIA D. NELSON of Beverly
has been appointed art teacher by the
Chelmsford SchooI Committee.
Miss NATALIE M. DEWAR of Ded-
ham recently left for Califomia’Where
she will assume a position as instructor
and supervisor in the obste正c depart・
ment at the Santa Barbara Cottage Hos-
pital.
S.P.R.
Miss ETHEL E. APTER, Secγeめγy
106 Montclair Drive
West Hartford, Connecticut
Your F量RST Class Reunion,
J皿ne 9, 1951
STEPHEN M. BOYLES of Westport
was recently elected director of public
relations for the Massachusetts Farm Bu-
reau Federation.
Captain ROLAND H. COLLINS of
GIoucester has accepted direct appoint-
ment as a regular o飴cer of the United
States Army. His appointment was re-
cently confimed by Congress after nom-
ination by President Harry S. Truman.
Although only 28 years of age, Captain
Co11ins has already achieved a mi址ary
record of ll years active and reserve
service. He entered the Marines as a
private in 1939 and rose through all en-
1isted and commissioned grades to the
rank of captain. As a captain of Marines
during the recent war he was decorated
with the Navy Cross for extraordinary
heroism in action. The Navy Cross being
one of the nation,s highest awards quali-
fies him to be a member of the Legion
。f Honor. In continuation of his mili置
tary career, Captain Collins is temporar-
ily assigned to First Amy Headquarters’
Govemor’s Island, New York. It is ex-
pected that his wife, Virginia, and dangh-
ter, Sheryda, Wi11 join him at a later date.
RICHARD HOOVER of Medford has
accepted a position on the sta任of the
Lexington胸高u青e Ma仰in Lexington.
LAURENCE “Larry,, W. HUNTER
of West Roxbury has been appointed
inembership secretary of the Quincy
Chamber of Commerce. He wi11 also be
in charge of public relations.
JAMES L. McCARTHY of South Bos-
ton has won a commission as a second
lieutenant in the Air Force Reserve.
DONALD R. McKAY of Holbrook was
recently reca11ed to active duty in the
U. S. Navy. He will retum with his
service rating of Sonaman third class.
He had plamed to retum to school to
work for his master’s degree.
One of the first members of Boston
University,s 1950 graduating class of 3863
to volunteer for military service is ED-
WIN W. ``Ted” NELSON of Somerville,
who has enlisted in the Navy, Where he
served for three and a ha帖years during
World War II. He retumed to the Navy
with his wartime rating, Sonaman First
BERNARD J. RILEY∴a member of
the Gc碇effe news sta鮪in Northampton,
has accepted a position with the Woon-
socket CaZZ in Woonsocket, Rhode Island・
He will serve as radio news editor of
station WWON, Which is owned by the




HELMUTH ULRICH, M.D., Secre加γy
99 Bay State Road
Boston, Massachusetts





Washington 20, D. C.
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1921
EDGAR C. YERBURY, M.D., Secγ助oγγ
Supt. Comecticut State Hospital
Mlddletown, Connecticut
Your Next C量ass Reunio皿June 9, 1951
1925
Dr. and Mrs. T. VINCENT CORSINI
of Quincy re㍗ntly celebrated their 25th
wedding amlVerSary.
1931
Dr. SAMUEL R. FELDMAN of
Springfield recently cIosed the doors to
his o鯖ces on Chestnut street to leave for
San Diego, Califomia, Naval Base, Where
he will report for duty as a commander
in the medical section. Dr. Feldman has
just compIeted fourteen months of post
graduate work in surgery in Boston and
had plamed to resume his practice in
Springfield when he received his orders to
report to san Diego, Where he wil=eam
what unit he will be assigned to and what
his duties will be in the present emerL
gency' He has maintained medical o餓ces
in Springfield for the past 19 years.
1936
JOSEPH AIETA, M.D., Secre如rγ
8 Barry Park
Dorchester 35, Massachusetts
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
1941
AUDREY BILL, M.D., Secγe蘭ry
Old Sudbury Road
Wayland, Massachusetts
Your NelⅩt Class Reunion June 9, 1951
1943
Dr. GEORGE E. CASABON of South-
bridge has announced the opening of his
o鯖ce at 415 Ham主lton street for the prac-
tice of general surgery.
Dr. MELVIN K. LYONS of Salem has
announced the opening of an o飴ce in
Chelsea, 1ocated at 309 Washington ave-
nue, for the practice of uroIogy. He is
married and has one child.
Dr. EDWARD H. MALONE, a PSy-
chiatric speciahit, has opened his o伍ce
at 30 West avenue, Norwa眼, Comecti-
cut. Dr. Malone is a consulting psychi-
a宙st at the newly-Opened Norwalk Psy-
chiatric Clinic jointly operated by Nor-
wa眼Hospital and the Greater Norwalk
Mental Hygiene Societye Dr. Malone is
a dipIomate of the American Board of
Psychiatry and NeuroIogy. He served
three years as an o餓cer in the Medical
Corps in hospitals in Kentucky. He is
married and has three children, Sally,
five; Caroline, four and Stephen, three.
Amouncement was made recently that
Dr. ROBERT C. RAINIE of Concord,
New Hampshire, Will start the practice of
medicine as an associate of Dr. J. Dunbar
Shields. For the past two years Dr.
Rainie has been a Clinical Fellow in
Medicine at the Mary Hitchcock Mem-
orial Hospital in Hanover, New Halnp-
shire. His field is intemal medicine.
DR. ARTHUR D. ZAMPELLA, Physi-
Cian and surgeon, Of 921 Bergen Avenue,
Jersey City, N. J., Who has been appointed
by Mayor John V. Kemy as Consultant
on Atomic Medicine in charge of radio-
logical and chemical defense on the餅-
teen man board of Civilian Defense in
Jersey City, has been active in the rapidly
growing field of radioactive isotopes and
atomic medicine.
Last November he was designated by
the Navy Department to participate in
a seminar in the subject at the Naval
Medical School, National Naval Medical
Center, Bethesda, Maryland, at Which
time leading authorities reviewed the
most recent advances in the field.
At various other times in the past seven
years during his naval career, he has been
associated with the Navy s experts in their
pioneering endeavors. Currently, he is
a member of the Naval Research Group
attached to Comell University Medical
School. During World War II, he saw
service as a Naval Medical O餓cer both
within and without the continenta=imits
of the United States, nOtably in the
South Pacific.
Dr. Zampella, Who is the brother of
Judge Edward F. Zampella, is a member
of the sta征of the Jersey City Medical
Center, the Hudson County and New
Jersey Medical Societies, the American
Medical Association, the National Board
of Medical Examiners of the United
States, the Columbia University Alumni
Federation, the Association of Military
Surgeons of the United States and the
American Association for the Advance置
ment of Science.
1944
NICHOLAS D. RIZZO, a native of
Hagevo, Pennsylvania, has been ap-
pointed a lecturer in Education at Har-
vard Graduate SchooI of Education. He
served as a psychoIogist in Kansas and
Massachusetts before being commissioned
as a medical o餓cer in the U. S. Army.
1946
DORIS F. NEWCOMB, M.D., Secγet'αγy
159 Hobart Avenue
Braintree, Massachusetts
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STANLEY H. KONEFAL of Medford
has been appointed to the sta任of the
Cambridge City Hospital as an assistant
resident in Surgery.
Dr. LOUIS VINCENT SORRENTINO
Of Providence, Rhode IsIand, WaS re-
Cently ordained a Baptist minister in
BIoomfield’New Jers?y, and will soon






Dr. ANNA CORT RADOVSKY of Fall
River’Wife of Dr. Everett S. Radovsky,
has been named to the sta鮮of the Trues置





RALPH C. ANDREWS of Saylesville,
Rhode Island, at Pawtucket Hospital,
Pawtucket, Rhode Island.
ALBERT B. AYERS of Worcester at
Rhode Island Hospital, Providence,
Rhode Island.
GEORGE R. BALER of Norwood at
Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachu輸
SettS.
JOHN H. BECHTEL of Williamsburg,
Pemsylvania, at Newton-Wellesley Hos-
Pital, Newton Upper Fa11s, Massachu-
SettS.
ANDREW BEDO of Brooklyn, New
York, at King’s county Hospital (Open
Division), Long Island, New York.
IRVING H. BERKOVITZ of Roxbury
at Wadsworth General Hospital, Los An-
geles, Califomia.
GERALD BESSON of New York, New
York, at Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York,
New York.
ARNOLD BLAKE of Springfield at
Georgetown University Hospital, Wash置
ington, D. C.
RALPH O。 BROWN of Saginaw,
Michigan, at Rhode Island Hospital,
Providence, Rhode Island.
SAMUEL B. BURGESS of Providence,
Rhode Island, at New Britain General
Hospita工, New Britain, Comecticut.
WALTER D. CARVER of Milton at
Rhode Island Hospital, Providence,
Rhode Island.
HERBERT S. CLINE of Boston at
Newton- Wellesley Hospital, Newton
Upper Fa11s, Massachusetts.
MILDRED P. DAVIS of Brookline at
New York Medical College, New York,
New York.
DONALD T. DEVINE of Lowe11 at
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, Bos-
ton, Massachusetts.
DONALD P. DOBSON of Missoula,
Montana, at Good Samaritan Hospital,
Portland, Oregon.
EBEN H. DUSTIN of Contoocook,
New Hampshire, at Harrisburg Polyclinic
Hospital, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.
87
ABRAHAM FINEMAN of Mattapan
at Faulkner Hospital, Boston, Massachu-
SettS.
ALICE FLEMING of Winthrop at St.
Vincent’s Hospital, New York, New York.
JOSEPH FRANKLIN of Brookline at
Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachu-
SettS.
ROGER T. GILLCRIST of Dorchester
at Boston City Hospital (Mallory Insti-
tute of PathoIogy), Boston, Massachu-
SettS.
BERNARD GOLDBERG of Brooklyn,
New York, at Mt. Sinai Hospital, New
York, New York.
MARTIN S. GOLDFIELD of Jamaica
Plain, Massachusetts, at Presbyterian
Hospital, Chicago, Illinois.
ARTHUR S. GRISWOLD of Lan-
caster, Pennsylvania, at Lancaster Gen-
eral Hospital, Lancaster.
JEFFREY H. HARRIS of Waban at
Rhode Island Hospital, Providence,
Rhode Island.
VINCENT J. HICKEY of Providence,
Rhode Island, at Boston City Hospital
( Surgical), Boston, Massachusetts.
RAMON ISALES of San Juan, Puerto
Rico, at Boston City Hospital ( Surgical),
Boston, Massachusetts.
JAMES E. JONES of Lawton, Okla-
homa, at St. Joseph’s Mercy Hospital,
Am Arbor, Michigan.
NADYA F. KONIKOV at Grace-New
Haven Hospital, New Haven, Connecti-
Cut.
ELIOT LANDSMAN of Dorches畦r at
Mt. Aubum Hospital, Cambridge, Massa葛
chusetts.
HAROLD LEE of Lewiston, Maine, at
Boston City Hospital, Boston, Massachu-
SettS.
SAUL LERNER of Dorchester at Beth
Israel Hospital (Surgical), Boston, Mas-
sachusetts.
MARTIN B. LEVENE of New York
City at Bellevue Hospital-Comell Medi-
cal, New York, New York.
MILDRED LEVER of Westfield, New
Jersey, at Germant?Wn Hospital’Phila-
delphia, Pemsylvanla.
EDWARD F. MARRA of Arkport,
New York, at Harrisburg Polyclinic
Hospital, Harrisburg, Pemsylvania.
HERBERT L. MARTIN of Arlington,
Massachusetts, at Bellevue Hospital-Cor-
nell Medical, New York, New York.
LUIGI MASTROIANN工　of New
Haven, Comecticut, at Metropolitan
Hospital, New York, New York.
EDWIN A. MESERVE of Newton
Center, Massachusetts, at Worcester Mem-
orial Hospital, Worcester, Massachusetts.
MARILYN MOSES MESERVE of
West Newton at Worcester Memorial
Hospital, Worcester, Massachusetts.
GEORGE H. MILLS of CoIorado
Springs, CoIorado, at Queens Hospital,
Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii.
ALAN D. MITCHELL of Kennebunk-
port, Maine, at Presbyterian Hospital,
Chicago, Illinois.
ARNOLD R. PERLMAN of Dorches-
ter at Boston City Hospital (Pediatrics),
Boston, Massachusetts.
「OHN J. QUINN of Springfield at
Springfield Hospital、 Springfield, Massa-
chusetts.
MICHAEL ROHMAN of New York,
New York, at Massachusetts Memorial
Hospitals (Surgical), Boston, Massachu-
SettS.
HENRY B. SCHOENBERGER of
New Rochelle, New York, at Mt・ Sinai
Hospital, Gleveland, Ohio.
MAX G. SHERER of Brooklyn, New
York, at Mt. Sinai Hospital’New York,
New York.
JOHN PAUL SIGSBEE of North Wil-
braham, Massachusetts, at Springfield
Hospital, Springfield, Massachusetts'
JOHN R. SIMMONS of Washington’
D. C., at Walter Reed General Hospital’
Washington, D. C.
JAMES C. SYNER of Springfield, Mas-
sachusetts, at Walter Reed General Hos-
pital, Washington, D. C.
GEORGE J. TALIS of Somerville,
Massachusetts, at Quincy City Hospital,
Quincy, Massachusetts.
EUGENE J. THOMPSON of The
Bronx, New York, at Boston City Hos-
pital, Boston, Massachusetts.
SYLVIA G. TRAUBE of Bay Shore,
New York, at King,s County Hospital,
Long Island, New York.
DOROTHY L. TUCKER of Exeter,
Califomia, at White Memorial Hospital,
Los Angeles, Califomia.
EARL M. WEDROW of Mattapan at
Boston City Hospital, Boston’Massachu-
SettS.
WESLEY G. WOLL of Tottenville,
New York, at Quincy City Hospital,
Quincy, MassachusetES.
EDWARD L. WORTHINGTON of
Cochituate, Massachusetts, at New Ro置




AUGUSTINE AIROLA of Revere was
recently appointed by Gov. Paul A.
Dever as a new member of the・ Mystic
River Bridge Authority.
1911
Mr. JAY R. BENTON, Esq., Secγe書ary
160 Congress Street
Boston, Massachusetts
Y。ur Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
1916
Judge FEL量X FORTE, Secre加ry
163 Summer Street
Somerville 48, Massachusetts
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 195l
1921
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1925
DAVID G. GANAK of Boston has been
named general chairman of the Lawyers
Division of the Combined Jewish Appeal
’50 campaign. Mr. Ganak served as co-
chairman of the Lawyer’s Division last
year.
1927
Atty. SAMUEL KL工VANSKY, aSSist-
ant treasurer of the Atlantic Acceptance
Company, has been informed tha士he has
been named to the board of directors of
血e National Conference of Commercial
Companies, Inc., an Organization with
he|dquarters in New York City. The elec-
tion of Atty. Klivansky, followed ap-
proval of the Atlantic Acceptance Com-
pany of Lym, tO membership of the
National Conference.
1936
Commander EARLE C. GORDON,
USN, aSSistant legal o餓cer, 13th naval
district, Of Hanover, New Hampshire, has
been promoted to commander from lieu-
tenant commander. His wife is the
former Charlotte Evans of Concord, New
H ampshire.
1 946
NOEL D. BRO「MLEY, Esq., Secγetary
121 Ulaten Street
Exeter, New Hampshire
Your Next Class Reunion June 9, 1951
1947
MAURICE BELSKY of Holyoke re-
cently announced his association for the
practice of law with George B. Scu11y
under the name of Belsky and Scully with
o鯖ces at 276 High street, Holyoke.
1949




HAROLD KROPITZER of Portland,
Oregon, is working as an attomey for
the Bomeville Power Administration in
the state of Oregon. He lives at 130
N.W. 19th, Portland.
HERBERT ROGERS, Whose law o鯖ce
is now Iocated at ll Beacon street in
Boston, Writes that he would like to have
his classmates send him any special events
or news items conceming the Class of
’49.
195O
FRANK J. CARR and BENJAMIN
PAUSHTER of Bridgeport, Comecticut,
recently passed the Connecticut State
bar examinations.
JERE R・ CLIFFORD of Lewiston’
38




F. L. STRICKLAND, Secr助oγy
31 Dover Road
Wellesley 8l, Massachusetts
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THE FLINT CouNCIL OF CHURCHES
1521 Mott Foundation Bldg.
July 27工950




Perhaps already you have, aS I have,
received a letter from our good class-
mate, J. P. Hauser. Only a few weeks
ago, I was thinking of the possibility of
making the trip to Boston in 1952, and
now J. P. goes one better by suggesting
that all of us attempt a retum to the old
(new) school.
Only last Sunday, July 23, I completed
my first 78 years. If the next 78 years
goes as well as the last 78, it may be that
工will by that time achieve a somewhat
mature, Or OVer-ripe, manhood.
Five years ago, by decree of the Gen-
eral Conference, I was compelled to re-
tire. But I refused to obey G. C. decree.
Since then I have been managing Good-
will Industries, teaChing Bible in Central
High school, and acting as Executive
Secretary of the Flint Council of
Churches.
In the meantime, after retirement, Mrs.
Miner passed on to the better world, but
our daughter, Elizabeth, keeps the home
intact. For ten years I have been a mem-
ber of the Board of Directors of Goodwill
Industries, and acting as treasurer of
WMRP, the Methodist Radio Parish of
the Detroit Conference, and this is my
舶h year as Executive Secretary of the
Flint Council of Churches. So much for
myself. Have been back to Boston twice
since 1902. First in 1911 and again in
1930.
“Folkie,, visited me two years ago for
a day. Visited in Hartman’s home and
with Folk and Hoagland in ’30, and
heard from Hi11er, my Old roommate,
quite regularly. Have not seen Atkinson
since he left the Detroit Conference for
the Michigan Conference・ Had an an-
nouncement of Edward Laird Mills’wed-
ding a few months ago. He now lives in
Los Angeles, Califomia. J. P. Hauser
visited in our home some few years ago.
Have had very few contacts with our
class members during these 48 years.
’ヽ
As to the list of those whose names
do not appear in the創es of the Alumni
Association as of July 1950, I note that
Allen’ Hoagland, Dancy, Evans, have
PaSSed on. Exelby dropped out of the
Detroit Conference some years ago, and
I have Ios=rack of him entireIy.
J. P.’s suggestion of a Rally in 1952 in
Boston sounds good to me. I will plan
On it, and here is hoping a good工y num-
ber of you fe]Iows can meet me there.
What say ye? Here is hoping to hear







The Reverend OSCAR J. ALDRICH,
for eight years pastor of the Chartley and
North Rehoboth Methodist Churches, has
been appointed pastor of Emmanuel
Church in Mansfield.
1916
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1921
The Reverend HORACE G. ROB_
SON of Whitinsville, former pastor of
the East Congregational Church, East
Mi工ton, has been appointed executive
SeCretary Of the Congregational Board of
Pastoral Supply.
1926
Dr・ ALLEN H. CLAXTON, Secγe如ry
636 West 174th Street
New York 33, New York
Y⑪ur Nex鴨CIass Reunion J調ne 9, 1951
The Reverend GEORGE H. PARKER,
Jr., PaStOr Of the First Methodist Church,
Braintree, for the past four years, has
been transferred to the Trinity Church
in New Bedford.
1931
W. ARTHUR FAUS, Secre轟αry
lO10 Dorey Street
Clearfield, Pennsylvania
Your Nex章CEass Reunion June 9, 1951
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The Reverend R. EUGENE GIL_
MORE of Hyde Park, PaStOr Of the First
Congregational Church of Hyde Park
Since 1949, and formerly president of
Northwest Nazarene Co11ege, Nempa,
Indiana, has been appointed lecturer in
Philosophy and socioIogy at Northeastem
University, Boston.
Dr. HENRY H. PRESLER is now on
the sta鮪of Leonard TheoIogical College,
Jubbulpore, C.P., India言n the major
field of the social sciences and religion.
He is director of the Department of
Organized Research of that institution,
and dean of the graduate school. Mrs.
Presler is head of the music department。
Dr. Presler is the author of the book,
SOCIAL THOUGHT IN BENARES,
Published in Lucknow, India.
1少39
Dr. ARTHUR H. MAYNARD, Who
COmPleted work for his Ph.D. at the
University of Southem Ca工ifomia this
Summer, has been named assistan七pro-
fessor of religion at Willamette Univer-
Sity, Salem, Oregon. Dr. Maynard re-
Ceived his A.B. degree in 1936　from
ComeIユCollege in Iowa, Where he) ma-
jored in philosophy. He was awarded
A.M. and S.T.B. degrees from B.U. A
minister of the Methodist Church since
1939, Dr. Maynard has had pastorates in
Wisconsin and Califomia. He was home
SerVice director of the Red Cross in Bay-
field County, Wisconsin, and also a mem-
ber of the Child Welfare board.
WILSON H. SINGER of Barbourvi11e,
Kentucky, WaS reCently recalled to active
duty as a chaplain in the U. S. Navy Re置
serve. His rank is Lieutenant Com_
mander. He will report for duty at Camp
Pendleton, Oceanside, Califomia, On
September l. For the past three years
he has served the First Methodist Church
in Brazil, Indiana. He is married and has
two children, Donald, nine, and Marcia,
four.
1 942
The Reverend GEORGE D. GOOD_
WIN, formerly of Watsonville, Califomia,
has been assigned as pastor of the Wesley
Methodist Church in New Bedford.
The Reverend DAVID SAGESER of
Morehead, Kentucky, has been appointed
to head activities among Methodist stu-
dents at the University of Cincinnati and
through the district. The new工y-Created
POSt Will coordinate all student programs
for the Methodist churches of the com-
munity and is designed to establish a fulL
SCale Wesley Foundation comparable to
those in the state institutions of the
Middle West.
1946
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1947
The Reverend and Mrs. ROLFE CON_
RAD of Half Moon Bay, Califomia, have
amounced the arrival of a son, David
MacClure, bom June 29, 1950.
R. EUGENE GILMORE, See Theo.’36.
89
工948
The Reverend ROBERT D. MAT_
THEWS recently preached his宜rst ser-
mon as the pastor of the Methodist
Church in West Brookfield. Mr. Mat_
thews went to West Brookfield following
a two years pastorate in Marlboro. He
is married and has two daughters, Diana
and Sharon.
1949
The Reverend DAVID F. COX has re_
Cently been appointed pastor of the Up-
ham Memorial Methodist Church in
Forest Hills, Boston.
U. S・ Senator Styles Bridges has an-
nounced that MILO FARMER of Bow,
New Hampshire, has been appointed to
his sta紐　temporari工y for special work
during the second session of the　8lst
Congress. Mr. Farmer served as Method_
ist minister to churches in Hillsborough,
Concord, and Bow, New Hampshire, for
the past six years.
1950
The Reverend WILLIAM K. BURNS,
rector of music at the First Baptist
Church in Melrose, has accepted a posi-
tion on the faculty of the Drew Univer置
Sity TheoIogical School in Madison, New
Jersey. In addition to his teaching duties
at the seminary, he will act as the min-
ister of music at the Morrow Memorial
Methodist Church, Maplewood, New
Jersey.
The Reverend ROBERT B. FEHL葛
MAN, aSSistant pastor of Emmanuel
Methodist Church, Waltham, has been
named director of religious education at
the West Medford Congregational
Church. He is married to the former
Frances Yeager of Phoenix, Arizona.
The Reverend JOHN C. HANEY, Jr.,
recently accepted a call to be pastor of
the First Congregational Church in Salem.
The Reverend FREDERICK MAH_
LER of Lym has been seIected as Direc-
tor of Religious Education at Methodist
Prospect Church in Bristol, Connecticut.
ENGA GE榔EN TS
1938
JAMES W. DUFFY, Lat。, Of Palmer,
Massachusetts, tO Gladys Blum of Hart-
ford, Connecticut.
1939
LOUIS B. CAPPUCCIO, Lat。, Of
Watch Hill, Rhode Island, tO Lil工ian I.
Turco of WesterIy, Rhode Island.
1943
MARY I. HANDLEY, ECC, Of Lowe11,
to O. Edward Dutile of North Bi11erica.
1944
WILLIAM H. COSS, CBA, Of Bel-
mQnt, tO Rosamond Johnson of Boston。
1945
EDWARD F. CARUSO, Med., Of
Springfield, tO Joan Barbara Kennedy of
Greenfield.
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NATALIE R. GIGLIO. ECC, Of Law-
rence, tO Robert V. DiSalvo of Medford.
CLAIRE COLBY McCREERY, PAL,
of New Bedford, tO Edw諒d Taber Sim-
mons of Albany, New York.
CECELIA SULLIVAN, Educa桝on, Of
Springfield, tO Charles Durant Canavan
of West Springfield.
DOROTHY H. WENTWORTH,
CLA, Of Augusta, Maine, tO Lee Edward
Fickle of Arlington, Virginia.
1947
FRANK X. COURLEY, Educa青io句tO
Annette Clair Avard of Allston.
JAMES F・ CURRY, CBA, Of Belmont,
to claire Marie Francoeur of Cambridge.
Dr. ARTHUR J・ DRISCOLL, Jr.,
Med., Of Boston, tO Lucy Peckham of
Concord, New Hampshire。
JAMES S. PROCTOR, CLA, Of
Wrentham, tO Edith Marsha11, also of
Wrentham.
1948
JOHN RICHARD HEALY, CBA, Of
Dorchester, tO Ame Roy of Boston.
LUTHER A. HOWARD, Educa枕on,
of Putney, Vermont, tO Marion Arlene
Little宜eld of Dedham, Massachusetts.
MARY JANE LITTLEFIELD, PAL,
of Cape Elizabeth, Maine, tO Bradley
Tuttle Shaw of Portland, Maine.
MAUREEN E. ROSS, SociaZ Work, Of
Holyoke, tO Atty. James A. McMahon of
Valley Stream, Long Island, New York.
JOHN J. SULLIVAN, CBA, Of Brock-
ton, tO Gracemary Moynihan, also of
Brockton.
1949
ROBERT BOYER, CBA, Of Newton,
to Roslaide Tolman of Chelsea.
J. FRANCIS BURKE, CLA, Of Brock-
ton, tO Louise F. Porter, also of Brockton.
Dr. PAUL M. BURKE, Med., Of Akron,
Ohio, tO Dorothea H. Philbin of Lowell・
SARAH LOUISE CROSS, PAL, tO
Burton Finigan, both from Marblehead・
VIRGINIA I. DOBSON, Nt〃Sing, tO
Nicholas G. Kalergis, both from Lowell・
JOANNE PAULINE RAND, CBA, Of
Waltham, tO WII+LIAM H. GUY, Grad-
t/ate, Of Everett.
GLORIA JEAN RICHMOND, Music,
of Brookline, tO Robert Leonard Spivack
of New York City.
GERTRUDE ANN SAUNTRY, ECC,
of Boston, tO Paul F. Day of Milton.
RUTH K. WEBST耳R, PAL, Of Lowell,
to George E. Gagnon, Jr., Of North
Chelmsford.
19占o
BARBARA CLARE KELLY, PAL, Of
Milton, tO Thomas H. Casey, Jr・, Of West
Roxbury, formerly of New Haven, Con-
necticut.
JOANNA KAROLINA KENNIS, Nαrs-
わog, Of Andover, tO Alfred E. Kayworth
of Methuen.
FRANCIS A. LAHTEINE, CBA, tO
Irene A. Drew, both of Hyamis, Cape
Cod.
CECELIA M. LAURICELLA, N研$-
ing, Of Lynn, tO Dr. James B. Gallagher
of Rockland, Massachusetts.
JEHAUDAH LEFTIN, CLA, Of Bev-
erly, tO Mildred Rains of SaIem.
DONALD PIERCE LEWIS, SPR, Of
South Weymouth, tO Virginia Helene
Pearson, also of South Weymouth.
EUGENE F. NASH, ECC, Of Somer-
ville, tO Theresa M. Curran of Cambridge.
KENNETH R. NORLING, SP只. of
Amesbury, tO Agorita M, Efstathiov of
D orches ter.
LILY N. PENEZ, GradtJafe, Of Provi-
dence, Rhode Island, tO THEODORE
ETHIER, Graduafe, Of Southbridge.
ROBERT PAUL PERKINS, CBA, Of
Hamilton, tO Anne Lauriat Blake of Ips-
wich.
HENRY H. SHEA, CBA, Of Brookline,
to Jane Wa11is of Beverly.
JUNE RUTH SMITH, Ed読a青ion, Of
West Medford, tO Harold Noreen, Jr.,
of Arlington Heights.
WILLIAM F. SURETTE, CBA, Of
Boston, tO Louise Stegmaier of Roxbury.
EDWARD JOSEPH WAGNER, CBA・
of Boston, tO Martha S. Am Gerry of
Brockton.
ELLENA F. WASHER, Music, Of
Keene, New Hampshire, tO John H. Ad-
cock of Somervi11e, Mas§achusetts.
JOSEPH L. WINN, Jr., CBA, Of Lex-




MARJORIE T. BUNKER, CLA, Of
Wakefield, tO Bertram E. Dexter of Sau-
guS・
1932
MARY E. COLEMAN, Educa枕on, Of
Framingham, tO BERNARD T. WHITE,
Edt/Ca青io性, Of Marlboro.
1935
MELVIN H. HACKEL, CBA, Of Maト
tapan, tO Roberta Levenson of Boston.
1938
MANUEL M. LEIBERT, Lat。, Of
Hartford, Connecticut, tO Marjorie R.
Spearo of Waterbury, Comecticut.
1941
AGNES J・ FISHER, PAL, Of Bar Har-
bor, Maine, tO Donald L. Goddard of
C ambridge.
LEO B. DROBNIS, CBA, Of Boston, tO
Blanche Rutfield of Dorchester.
40「
卸と脚e調直需測地
The Reverend LESLIE C. GREELEY,
Ph・B∴94’On July 80, 1950’at his hon†e
in New Bedford. He was minister emerl-
tus of the Pilgrim Church there. He
served at Whitfield Church, Newbury-
port, for fourteen years and at the Old
North Church in Marblehead before go-
ing to New Bedford in 1925. He was
active in the Essex South Association of
Churches and the Massachusetts State
Conference of Congregational Churches.
Miss LYDIA F. JONES, eXC.P.E・S.
’25, On July 2l, 1950, at her home in
Rochester, New Hampshire, after a long
i11ness. She had been a resident of
Rochester for 20 years.
EDMUND R. MANSFIELD, LL.B.
’99, On August 8, 1950, in Boston. He
was the brother of Ex-Mayor Frederick
W. Mans宜eld. He maintained law o餓ces
with his brother at 18　Tremont street,
Boston.
Mrs. Milton A. Stephens (MARY E.
O’suLLIVAN), M.D. ’81, On August 8,
1950, at her home in Medford. She was
an intemationally known neuroIogist
practicing under her maiden name. She
retired in 1946 as chief of the Migraine
Clinic at Bellevue Hospital, New York.
She also served on the sta紐of the Metro置
politan Life Insurance Company and
was an associate in neuroIogy at the New
York University Medical School. For thir-
teen years she worked on research under
a grant from the Josiah Macy Founda-
轟on.
Dr. DAVID WASHBURN WELLS,
M.D. ’97, Hon∴30, On March 4, 1950 in
West Newton, Massachusetts.
C. FRANCIS WOODS, Mus’23, On
August 9, 1950, in Lydonville, Vermont.
He was director of music at Salem Teach-
ers’College. He was known as a tenor
soIoist in New England and for many
years directed the ch6ir of St. Paul’s
Methodist Church in Lynn, Massachu-
SettS.
(Co徹れued from page上7)
the activities themselves; determin-
ing and using information concem-
ing the recreational interests and
needs of the group-With an ac-
companylng租exibility of program;
providing for a rich variety of
choice in leisure activities and o鮭er-
ing some inducement to try new
interests; and providing opportuni-
ties for awareness of the values of
leisure including fun just for fun’s
sake.
This brings to a cIose a brief sum-
mary of the material pertaining to
the Rise of College Unions as de-
tailed by Edith Ouzts Humphreys
in Conege U海o郷.
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CHRISTMAS CARD you can be proud to send. ‥
of a UNIVERSITY with which
you can be proud to be associated
This etching, the first in a projected series by John R. Riggenbach, Of Boston University Campus
SCeneS, Will be reproduced on a de luxe card available to Boston University Alumni for this Christ-
mas. Every e任ort has been expended to produce a greeting card of superior qua工ity to represent
Boston University and its new campus but the design is such that it makes a beautiful Christmas
Card in its own right. The card presents many features usually found in more expensive cards only・
1・ Fou細page I:「ench fo!d w皿a deくk冒ed edge.
2・しa「ge 4% x 5% size printed on調g paperw軸a Iovely laid surface.
3・ MaIching envelope§ in旺e same beau描u看pape事.
4. CusIom prin軸g of a Iimi冒ed ed補on of card§.
5. The grace of a hand Iellered gree書ing書ha書ordinary書ype faくeくannOf綿p'ure.
6. The reproduclion of an acIua! el描ng.
7. A person描zedくaすd if you wish your name prin[ed onきhe card.
The Sot’ereig旬De L硯e OS PrOd伽ced bg fhe Sot’ereig励uPr祝ts Co・ and叩O鵬01・ed bg拐e Bos青on
Unわer訪g Aium海A$SOCia青ion.
P細ices pe「orde看of:　25 `ards $3.75　5Oくards $6.50,音OO cards $12.5O
Personalized cards - the cost of your name printed on the card is in addition to the prlCe Of the cards. If you wish
your name imprinted on the card, yOur Order must be in to Boston University Alumni Association, 808 Bay State
Road, Boston 15, Massachusetts by Oct. 21 to insure early delivery.
Persona案ized lmprin而ng: 25 cards $2.5O　5O cards $2.75 1OOくards $3.OO and母pe「 card for orde細s ove=OO











℃くt. 7 D叩es鵬e U. +0くt. 20 U.o書棚a鵬i
+Nov. 24 (0看看ege o書P摘触
+8 p.州.　+1:30 P.M.
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